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Wife Made Horrible Discovery on
Returning From Brother-in-
law's Home Nearby.
Thomas Chambers, aged 32 )ears.
cc•mnattted suicide yesterday morning
at 9 o'clock by cutting his throat
with a razor, at his home, on the
lane leading North alongside the Mt.
Olive Baptist church on the Cairo
pike, four miles from this city. Ile
ended this life in presence of only
his nine-months-old child which lay
on the bed wile Nirs. Chambers
luici gone to the nearby home of her
husband', biotite', Jack Chambers, to
summon a physician to treat the now
dead man for lagrippe, with which
he had suffered for several days.
Chambers was a well known far-
mer and yesterday morning on awak-
eriing. complained of suffering from
pains in his head. He asked his
mile to step over to his brother's
home, a short distance away, and
summon the physician Immediately
after ahe left, he took the razor from
a dresser drawer ,lay down on the
floor, and cut his throat from ear to
ear. lie was writleng in agony and
rolling from one side to the ocher
talon Mrs. Chambers returned and
y alkyd into the room. Summoning
other members of the family, they
picked chambers up and laid hint
aefos. the bed, where he died in a
few moments, the blood 'Turtling
over every tie rag front Ins jagged
wound in his throat.
• Garotter Frank Eaker went out and
held the inquest. while this morning
at to o'clock the fueral services will
held, with burial following at the
c,astetery on the farm.
For some time Chambers has been
acting atrangeis. complaining of
1g.-ad paint, and it presumed he
etas temporarily unbalanced t hen he
committed the awful deed. Ile was
born in that vicinity, and two year,
ago married the Miss Kate Smith of
Ballard county. lie was well known
and a reputable farmer, standing well
with everybody_ Beside, his father,
he is survived by his wife. took
child, two brothers. Jack and Wm.
Chambers. and three sisters, Mes-
dame% Edward Broyles. John Wil-




Woman Survivor Tells of Terrifying
Experience in Marine Disaster,
Prosidencis Feb. Le—Few women
haie had an experience such as that
which befell the two women surviv-
ors of the Larchmont disaster—Mrs.
liarris Feldman; of New York, and
IES Gallup. Mrs. Feldman was
afloat on a piece of wreckage for
t.velve hours in a temperature that
registered below zero She saw thir-
teen men and one woman die and
fall into the sea. Mrs. Feldman is
barely able to tell her frightful ex-
ecrience. Her hands, feet and ears
are frozen, but surgeons say that she
will recover.
"My husband was once a sailor on
the Black Sea.- said Mks. Feldman
today, and it is to his coolness that
I owe my life. When the crash of
the collision aroused us we took time
le partly dress before leaving our
stateroom. NVe ;had to fight our way
I.. the elec.k through a cursing,
scieaming mob of men and women.
Some were hurled down, the stair-
ways and lay on the floor senseless.
They went down to death with the
ship. Men fought like lunatics for
a chance to reach a lifeboat or a raft."
USE ICE OFF CEMETERY POND
New Accusation Against Milwaukee
Business Concerns.
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. Ts—The war
on 'ice companies here has taken a
new turn. It ihas been discovered
that ice taken from a pond which
drains the cemetery at the ,National
L'oldiers' home is being sold. The
pond drains several burial places in
addition to the soldiers' home cem-
etery, including Calvary, the largest
Catholic cemetery in the county, and
So:ing Hill cemetery.








WILL GO TO SARATOGA.
NEW YORK.
ARRANUMENTS NOW
KM MADE FOR TRIP
THE MASONS AND ODD FEL-
LOWS STRAIGHTENING UP
THEIR BUSINESS.
Many Lodges Desire Meet at the
HO in Frsternity Building—
Red Men Contest,
Judge E. W. Whittemore, Mr. ‘Vil-
ham Hills and others of the Paducah
commandery of Knights Templar arc
at the head of the movement which
is looking towards carrying about
sixty people from this city to Sara-
toga. N. Y.. next July, to attend the
meeting of the grand corrunandery oi
the United States for this order. Al-
ready a large number have signiiled
their intention of going, while Messrs.
Whittemore and Hill believe they will
take out at least two Pullman sleepersrfilled w Parietal' passeneess.
Every time the grand commandery
for ohe entire United States meets
Paduca na get up a large crowd to
attend, out fifty going to San Fran-
cisco cral sears ago, while many
go eaele gathering. This year the
delegatien will leave in sleepers and
go tip through Louisville, Cincinnati,
on through Pennsylvania and into
New York. The Penman cars ttay
right at Sarotoga and are slept in
every night by the frowd, which ha.,
tornpicte charge of the cars for thirty
days. After the commandcry session
is ov:r the sleeper is dispensed with
and tha crowd can break up if it
wants to as they will have the choice
of coming home by several routes
that v.iiI4 include through the Kew
England.states. through Canada or
back d
Fraternity Buildingf
At ptisent the Mason" and Odd
Fellows, who formerly denied joint?)
the Frowners- building. are now
straightening toirthe liminess existing
between them prior to sale of the
Odd Fellows' interest to the Masons.
They are also engaged in transferring
the Odd Fellows stoa to the Masons
who tionght it.
The Odd Fellow: will enetinue
meeting at the building' lodge room
for their secret session busitiess until
arrangement% have been completed
to move to the K. P. 11 on Thirdora
floor of the Yeiser ding at Fifth
and Broadway, in which the Odd Fel-
lows have secured a one year's lease
for three nights a week.
A int/Tiber of outslie secret orders
have applied to the Masons for privi-
lege of meeting in the hall at the Fra-
ternity building. and prospects are
sessions will be held& there every
night or two by whicheAr bodies eon
tract for the assembly rm.
Red Men's Contest.
The Red Men met last evening.and
during the session another big bundle
of applications were turned in by the
sides iatich are waging the member-
ship contest. The sides believe there
will be fully too new affiliates for ini-
tiation when the big class is admitted
r.ext month. The hard work and
captrre of pale faces by the members
is very interesting, and their contest
is -proving one of the most exciting
and vigorous friendly lodge warfares
ever indulged in.
WARRANT DISMISSED.
J. A. Crain Dismissed of Broteli of
Ordinance Charge,
Iii. police court yesterday morning
J. A. Crain was dismissed of the war-
rant eharging hint with permitting
dirt to fall from hiswagon as 'he was
driving through the public streets of
Paducah.
Ton? Welsh was tined $t and costa
for being drunk.
--Miss Nettie Galyeal of Herrin,
Ili.. and Mir. W. A. Thomas of Carter-
ville, Ill., arrived 'here and procuring
a marriage license, were married yes-
terday at' the 'county courthouse by
Justice John J. Bleich, who is acting
county judge while Judge Lightfoot
is off at Dawson recuperating from an
attack of sickness.
JEROME MAY RESORT TO
  COMMISSION IN LUNACY
FIND A CLEW TO BANKER
BUT NOT TO LOST MONEY
Man Who Is Short $565,00o May Be
Caught in New York.
New Britaiu, Conn„ Feb. 15.—A
message received from New York
lote this afternoon by the directors of
the Savings Bank of New Britain,
contained, is said, a clew to the
whereabouts in New York of William
F. Walker, the missing treasurer of
the bank, but the nature of the clew
could not be learned.
No clew as to the location of the
securities which Walker took from
the bank have been found in spite
of a very active search in New York
and several other cities.
The bank situation apparently rests
on the apprehension of Walker, for
the run of depositors has ended. The
'actual shortage remains unchanged
at Sgispoo.
The belief is held by the directors
that the greater portion of the miss-
ing securities have been hypothecated,
as inquiry among financial interests
in New York City brought out the
fact that Walker would have been
unable to dispose of the securities
except at a considerable sacrifice, ow-
ing te the state of the market, but
he would have been able to borrow
money on them without re
difficulty
—Lucile, the s-year-old grandchild





'lust, Feb. 14.—The safe
in the Citizens' Bank ,at Yeddo,
twelve miles from here, was blown
open early today by five men and
$1.200 was xecured The explosion
was %card throughout the town The
front of the bank building was blown
out 'The robber, e-caped.
CARROLLTOI
OWNS y
CITY OFFICIALS OF THAT
PLACE BOUGHT LIGHT-
ING PLANT.
Electrician Bartlett Writes to Padu-
cah for Information Regard- l
ing Rates Charged.
!
A communication received by the •
city officials of Paducah, shows that
Carrollton, Ky., has taken advantage
of the progreisive steps being made
by all the leading cities of the coun-
try, and fallen in line as regards the
municipality owning the electric light-
ing plant. The letter was received
bt Superintendent Keebler of the Pa-
ducah electric light plant, from Mr.
Bartlett. city electrician of Carroll-
ton, where the latter states that the
city of Carrollton has taken charge of
the eleetrio lighting plant there and
will operate it hereafter. Mr. Bartlett
asked the Paducah superintendent to
fu: tiii1i hint with the information,
showing the flat rate and meter rate
paid by fiaducahans whet are furnish-
ed with lights by the Stone and Web-
ster company of this city.
The Carrollton official wants a list
ef Paducah rates, and is doubtless
getting these figures from other cit-
ies over the country. for use in regu-
lating the charges to be made for
commercial lighting supplied individ-
uals by the municipally owned plant
at Carrollton.
Superintendent Keebler has fur-
nished Mr. Bartlett with all the data
pose'ible on the .subject.
MATTER OF EXTENDING
CORPORATION LIMITS.
TRIAL MAY BE TERMINATED
ABRUPTLY ANY DAY
NEXT WEEK.
STATED THAT THAW PRE-
FERS TO FACE SINS SINS
OR EVEN THE DEATH CHAIR
TO os THE INSANE
ASYLUM.
Resumption of Trial Depends on How
Juror Bolton Stands Ordeal Put
On Him by LOIS of Wife.
New York. Feb. v.--Close observ-
ers of the Thaw trial, which has beet,
postponed for %see al days because
of the death of a. 'Wife, believe
the present treottof trial.iis shown
in the last two days, is seaward a com-
mission in lunacy to determine
officially Harry Thaw's ebndttion of
mind. This belief is suggested by
District Attorney Jerome', apparent
willingness to admit part of the will,
by his readiness to withhold technical
objections to the testiehtillt of Thaw's
family physicians tending to throw
ligist on the defendant's mental status-
and by his policy oi yesterday in ad-
mitting, without opposition, the con-
versation between Thaw and. Dr.
Evans when the latter was examining
the prisoner in the Tombs.
Reach 
Counsel for Tha 1E neat:bed the
opinion that the trial may be termin-
ated abruptly any day next week
from this cause. So fully convinced
are they that Jerome will make this
move that thes are planning to fight
hint on this line. Thaw hityseif has
declared that 'he would not face the
asylum in preference to Sing Sing
and the death chamber, so it can he
seen with what feeling' this expected
move of Mr. Jerome is creating in
the camp of the defense_
One of Thags's lawyers. in speaking
able elan for a lunacy com-
mission said yesterday:
"As the CAW has progreocai irom
day to day we have become more
and more convinced by the conduct
of the district attorney and his c;e-
pert. who are observing the defend-
ant for hint. that Ate has been, and
it is his purpose, to lead the case to
the point otere he to* apply 'prop-
erly for a cthentission lunaey.
'We don't want the boy declared
insane We want him acquitted." he
added
Deoend% on Bolton.
TIP iesumption of the trial on
Monday will depend -on how Juror
%.'nu, wife died yesterday,
stands the ordeal put on him by this
affliction. It was the general opinion
in court yesterday of men who had
studied the jurymen. that Bolton. who
appears to be man of determination
will stand the strain, and that the
trial will 'be continued. Dr. Evans
will then g,.) on the stand again, and
it icexpected that lie will try to sub-
stSutiate.iiis opinion that Thaw was
insane in giving Thaw's
own war during three ex-
aminations.
Following dIn5 testimony for the
defense's sown expert, it is expected
that District Attorney Jerome will be
prepared to make his application to
the court for a commission in lemacy.
If it should he made immediately fol-
lowing the admittance of the testi-
mony from Dr. Evans, Mrs. Thaw
will have, tsi complete her story, nor
will she have to face a cross-examiea-
'ion, whic4, many have predicted,
would NA terrible ordeal for her.
Mr. Jerome, when questioned last
night on the subject of the possible
dose of the triad by an applicatieni
for a commission. declined to discuss
the matter in any way
-"'"wifterit'e'
ON THAW'S LIFE.
'Paris, Tcnn., Feb. t5.—At the reg-
ular meeting of the city council Tues-
lay night the matter of extending
the city limits was discussed at some
length, and on motion the question
was referred to a special committee
:imposed of the board of public
weeks in conjunction with W. A.
Carter and M. W. Yonnkin, who will
investigate all matters pertaining to
such extension and make report to
the city council for consideration at
a special meeting to be called when
the report is ready. The pefition of
tile Paris Street Car company for a
franchise over the street was pre-:
scnted by Judge J. C. Sweeney and
ri feriae' to the proper corrutittee.
aA7
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RES ATTEMPT
TO CHEAT THE GALLOWS
H. LYON TRIES TO
L HIMSELF FEW
HOURS BEFORE
1E0 WITH W. P.
ETCHER AT PUSSELLVILLE
fell from the balcony to the ceieut
floor and broke a leg. It required so
much time to get him out and away
that confusion took place. Sacra got
out with the mob and ran two squares
before be was shot and brought
down. 'Two .companies of militia
were thenceforth on guard until the
close of the trial, when the defend-
ants were returned to Bowling Green.
The jury found them guilty and the
court of appeals sustained the findingICTED OF CRIMINALLY Sacra wit be given a new trial, onILTING MARY GLADER, account of his being wounded (tuningAUSTRIAN GIRL. the trial before.
sr With Jim Lyon
John Sacra, After Sen-
satioaal
and
KY- Feb. 13- W•
r and Guy It. Lyon were
t sunrise this morning as two
parties committing a criminal
on Mary E. Glader on May 22.
fla necks of both were broken.
ut tt o'clock last night Lyon
icd suicide by opening a vice
left arm with a tin spoon
tsd on the concrete floor. The
raids was looking at him, but
lying down as if asleep, and
ted the act under cover of the
s. He had nearly bled ti,
when Fletcher called at-
of the *rich.
Physicians Summoned.
Alderson and taper were has-
sunoned and injected nearly a
of artificial blood, lie revived
Awn. but was so weak he had
supported to the gallows by
en. Lyon had joined the Cath-
arch and been baptized by
Murray earlier in the evening
he 0110..4 each made a short
'tying their goitir.-- Wither
tlemen. I want you all to dim-
tmderstand I did not rape that
. and she and other witnesses
iorc my lee away. but I an,
to die."
talk was about the same
with the acknowledgmen that
le a great mistake last eight
iv tosetwiweit suicide, mid was
* sorry for it.
IF Tom Rhea displayed te-
ary nerve in adjusting the
id ropes, and the drp fell at
the fat'n were pronounced
and the bodies cut don ii
spemous crowd from all parte
lucky crowded the town, and
ity years old climbed to tops
s to see :hem drop. Fully
wand strangers were in town,
ly the extreme vigilance of
Rhea and Mar/111211 Bruce
r perfect order that was main-
Hasty of the Crime.
ter, John 11 Sacra and Jim
v Lyon were tried last year
ninalaseault cosimaitted on
. Glader, May 21, 1905 The
I 21 Yeats of age, had walked
r father from Mitchell, Tenn .
ellville, and was en route to
milk, when the crime was
HARROWING SCENE.
Rope Breaks and Victim Calmly
Walks Back to the Scaffold.
itichniond. Peb. is.—There wale
a borrowing scene at the hanging at
Farinville 'today of Moses Hill and
William Ruffin, negroes. convicted of
the murder of Postmaster John
Grubb. Hill weighed sas pounds.
The rope broke: he walked calmly
back to the scaffold, when it broke
a second time, and he died in agiany
on the ground.
REOUEST COMPLIED WITH




Eashoersille, Ky., Feb. 15---Je•
Eitagetald, a maw, wile executed
Isere today ior the murder of Mrs
Robert Brouglitost an August last
Pitagerald's reque,t that the blaçJe
cap be not put over hie face'int
complied with. •
I --Mrs. Hubbard Walls is quite ii:ielc
with la grippe at their apartments In
the Empire hat building on Pres/.
was near Seventh street.•
PROBOSCIS WAS
BROKEN THRICE
MR. BERNIE BROWN'S NOSE
BROKEN IN THREE PLACES
YESTERDAY
Contractor Kattiliaohn Starts Men to
Laying Brick Monday at Prince-
ton—Railroad Circles.
MI Bernie Bolen the saw Mill
iiepartment of the Illinois Central
railroad shops, W badly butt yes-
terday while engaged around a saw
in that departnacnS ,T)4 rapidly re-
o'o•Ing rem losoelteel alitifce !good
againet tam crush; g the•tiose.
which was broken in three different
'places. while his cheeks and jaws
win painfully bruised
Brick for New Depot.
Contractor George Katteriohn
takes a force of men to Princeton
ed. Jins Lyon turned state" Monday to begin taying brick for
id, and received a twenty- the new- Illinois Central depot to be
rut in the penitentiary; Sacra
nted a new trio!, to be called
nty-fifth of this month, and
'mil Guy ignn appealed from
Vitt oli.guilty, but it was sus-
7 the court of appeals, and
ernor sentetreed them to be
February isth, %shish sen-
t' executed today.
Glader WI her father were
•e north Russelleillei
rainstorm compelled them to
!ter in the woods, where they
astd eantereff out. About 8
irik Head and Woodson May-
tiers who were watching their
plant beds, saw the defend-
down the road and followed
fbe .defendants stopped at
of the Gladers, who having
lit America from Austria.
ithcr speak or understand
and forced the old man to
laity with pistols at his head.
bean forced the girl into the
while the other two guarded
Man; wh'o hut a ler, srol
h were taken from him that
hfendinell c.apisevit
rfendahts were captured and
the Bovviing Green jail for
leg, as the people of the
ere highly wrought up over this deportment has been given.. On July 4 they were re- ArRessellville for the trial --Miss Mae. Roods - furnished •,eiai a special term of the "it- jolly crowd Of friends with a ettarm-'t to be held. That nizlit a log dance last evening at her. homenized mob broke' into the on Clay between Fifth and SixthIn getting to the cells where streets. A fine time was had until a&mt.= were one of the mob iitte hour.
....
erected there. He has the contract
for this portion of the constructive
undertaking at the building that will
cost something like 530o00 when
ciorpleted
Employes Got Wages.
The lliino:s Central railroad pay
ca: arrived yesterday morning and
pall the Paducah employes of Ithe
road, their monthly wages. The re-
tail stores were open last evening for




Lliss, and Superintendeut Waggoner








ABLE TO BE UP, •
Professor Shrieves Up and Resumes
Hie Duties Next Monday.
Professor Shrieves, of the scientific
department for the high school, is able
to sit nsi, after a several days cou-
linemen/ with la grippe at his room
in Motel Craig. He will be able to
resume his duties neat Monday at
the Washington building. While he
has b-een confined no instruction in
'Nkte,
Odd Insurance Policies Written by
British Cotripany.
111•1111111Ms.
New York. Feb. 15.—A London
dispatch published here today says:
Lloyds has added to its many odd
'nsurances one on Thaw's life, agree-
ing to pay as a total loss if the pris-
oner is executed. The premilem is 3015
guineas per tent. The amount under-
written is not divulged. „.
—Henry Robinsjit of the Southi
Side fire department, has a broken
thumb and sprained right arm, causes/
by falling upon the roof of the Walter
Scott home on Broad street, %viten fire












Rev. G. W. Banks, orthe Trimble
street Methodist church, preaches to-
morrow morning at ti o'clock while
at the evening hour a special musical
programme will be rendered. The
Jackson band will render the splendid
musical programme, commencing at
7:30 o'clock.
It has been the 'habit of the pastor
to have a free musical several times
during each year in his charge. This
is the first one of the season ot the
above church and the members and
friends of t ehchurch like it. It will be
possible to have another in the early
spring. M. Jackson has a band of
nineteen pieces with as many fine
young men, who thoroughly enjoy
making folks happy with cheering
music. Everybody will be welcome





"Summt r Night" Sutton
Jackson's Band.
"Coronation"—No. t8o Hymn Book.
Vocal and Instrumental.
Prayer—By C. W. Morrison.
Tell Mothes I'll Be There..Fillmore.
Jackson's Band.
Evening °Retina.
"Church Music" G. W. Banks
'Rock of Aires"—No. 279 Hymn Book
Vooal and Instrumental,
"Wicarer My God to Thee"—No. 3ts
II ymn Book.
Vocal and Instrumental.





Rev. W. S. Chiles of the Reicue
Vissron tm South Third street, is
obit- to be tout after h week'a illness
it:th lagrirme
Washington Entertainment.
In celebration of the anniversary of
George Washington's birthday, the
Janior league of the Trimble street
Methodist church, sill entertain next
Thuraday evening at the church on
Twelfth and Trimble streets. The
public is welcome, and during the ev-
er.ing the programme to he rendered
is as follows:
Song—By Justin,. League.
faaser —By Rev. G. W. Bonk..
.‘ddress of NVelcome -- Alfred
teseeri.





I nalogue—Miss Clara Rhode- and:
I ;art y Green.
Recitation—S. L. Jackson.
Patriotic Choppera—Duct — Clara










' A Helping lland•• will be the intb-
Vest for tomorrow morning'. sermon
RA. W. E. Cave at the First
I•resbyterian church, %%bile at the cv-
,eoring hour his theme will be "A
toya! Pathway." •
Br oachvay Methodist.
- % W. T. Bolling af the Broad-
NlethodiSt chin-via will preach
tomorrow morning on "The' Wealth
of the Church'. while in the evening
be will deliver a discourse rm —Nlis-
etins." Dr. Bolling goes to Memphis
Wednesday. therefore the
prayer worship that evening will be
tionducted by Presiding Elder J. W.
Plackard. Res. rolling next Thins-
this as Memphis delivers an address
an "The Nineteenth Century" before
the Nineteenth Century club, which
the leading woman'.- 'iterary --g-
aniaation Of that city.
41.10.•••••••
Third Street Methodist.
• Rev. Peter Fields of the "I liird
ter( et Methodist church will tomor-
row morning deliver another of the
aeries of sermons on "The Holy
Spirit," while he fills the pulpit at
• mght time. but has not yet chosen
his topic.
German Evangelical.
- Rev. William Bourquin and o ife
return this morning from Chi-
eago where they have been for the
!test ten days, the former going there
to perform the ceremony at the wed-
d;ng of a friend. Dr. Bourquin will
ha in his pulpit tomorrow morning
'Snit evening, at the German Evangel-
ical church on South Fifth street
First Baptist.
, Rev. Calvin Me Thompson of the
First Baptist church, is confined abed
oith lagrippe at his home on Madison
vear Eighth street. The assistant
pastor, Rev. j, R. Clark will preach
tomorrow at the First Baptist church,
los theme for the morning hour being
feaven—A Place" while he will
orobably resume this topic at the ev-
asn'pg worship.
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. J. C. Sheltoa of Mayfield will
rreach tomorrow morning and night
at the Tenth steet Christian church.
First Christian.
Sunday school services and com-
noion be held tomorrow morn-
ing at the First Christian church.
Kentucky Presbyterian
"Sannething Christ Taught Con-
(-toting Prayer" will be preached on
tomorrow morning by Rev. J. R
henry of the Kentucky avenue Pres-
Lyterian church and the evening hour
on "The Prodigal Son."
North Twelfth Baptist
Sunday school worship will be held
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the North Twelfth street Baptist
church, while preaching will be held
at the evening hour.
Paducah Mission.
Rev. NV. J. Naylor of the Paducah
City Missions, preaches tomorrow
morning and evening at the Isfassac
Nlethodist church.
- —
Rev. T. J. Owen.
Rtv. T. J. Owen preaches this ev-
ening and tomorrow morning at the
Cohen City Methodist church, and
tomorrow night at the Nfethod‘st
church on West Tennessee street in
this city.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright of Grace
Episcopal church preaches tomorross
morning and afternoon at the regular
hours.
Tempi* Israel.
At it o'clock tomorrow 'morning
preaching will be held at Temple Is
rael by Rabbi Lovitch.
Tips for the Housekeeper.
Chocolate frosted custard pie is an
invention of a woman who finds a
place for chocolate wherever it is
possible. The pie is baked and then
the chocolate is spread over it. With
a real cream pie the chocolate is still
more delicious.
A variation of the floating i.lands
may be made by dropping bits of
melted chocolate over the frosting
after the latter has been dropped on
from the point of a spoon.
There is a Quebec woman living in
this town who provided herself with
a generous box of sawdust as soon ha
the winter set in. The first slippery
day captained her use ior it. A pan-
ful of sawduat was heated in the oven
and then sprinkled lightly over the ice
oe her steps and walks. Being warm,
it sank at once into the ice and snow.
'The Ocat 1:Rindresses giVe their
table linen little, if any, starch, hii!
iron it while it is quite wet, which
makes it just stiff enough. Starched
linen wrinkles and, mart more quit-Idy-
ll tha ironed in this way.
A rook oho always has. the most
delicious broiled and tried ham to be
found anywhere soaks her Irani Oa an
hostel'sr two in triolasSes and ssatcr
before she cooks it. She vacs ohms.
a tableapoonful of wolasaes to a ouip
ha 01 water. The. meot is .!r;
tefore it is cooked.
For a dainty aalad,
dozen or two Italian cheatituts that
l-pve been blanched and cooked ten-
der, and mix them with. preserved
cherries that have been cut in two.
Dresc with oil, lemon juice, salt and
taprika and serve in white lettuce
leaves.--New York Evening Sun. ;
Try serving cream cheese balls with
the toasted bread or English muffins.
Chop fine a Spanish red pepper and
halt a dozen olives, mix them with
' half a cream cheese, season with salt




"My daughter tells me that you are
, anxious to become my son-in-lavs-r
; "No, sir."
"Why—abene--I understood her to
say yoa wished to marry her?"
"I do—that's just what I wish. The
fact that so doing will cause me to be




Probably spurious is the claim (.1 a
Boston man that he has discovered a
method for producing an exact coun-
terfeit of the best grade of maple
sugar. It would be no more possible
to counterfeit real maple sugar than
it would be to develop even a plaosi-
ble imitation of a Boston man.
French and English Husbands.
When an English wife has 'hysteric;
• her husband is immediately bored and
goes to his club. or else he says:
"Yon arc not very well, my dear.
Shall I send for a doctor?"
The Frenchman, an contraire, has
hysterics. too. The Frenchman may
; fight with his wife, love her, bate 'her,
'kiss her or kill her, hut indifferent to
t14k, anperior to her. never!--Pol tic





.and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all yourgr., Ales, arid stating your age. We saU send you
7 L ADVICZ, In plain scathed envelope, and a vó'sat ea ro-page Book on "home Treatment tor Women."
A _ ess : L.. Ike A..tviry Department, The




Thousands of women, after trying many different kinds of treat-
ment for their obstinate afflictions or diseases, have found in Carduihelping hand. If you suffer from any of the painful and distressing .dis-eases peculiar to your sex, take Cardui, for it will probably do as wellfor you as it did for Mrs. Wm. Turner, of Bartonville, Ill., who writes:"Before taking
TFIE CARD 1 Woman'sRelief
I metered untold agony for 8 years with various female diseases.. I had bearing-downpains and pains in my head and back. I doctored and doctored and finally I wasoperated on, but I suffered all the more. I then tried medicines without relief, so Ifinally began to take Wine of Cardul. I have now been taking it for about a year and ithas improved me wonderfully. I can do all my housework and work in my garden everyday. Cardul has brought comfort to me in many ways. I am in good health; my nervesare stronger; I am regular and suffer NO PAIN." Try it.
Al Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
DESPERATE rIGHT BETWEEN
POLICE AND "SUFFRAGETTES"
Women Attempt to Storm Parlia-
ment and Are Only Scattered
After Desperate Onslaught
By the Police.•
London, Feb. m5.—Folloeing a con-
.. -ince of the Woman's Special and
Vnion yesterday, hundreds
of women suffraziats made a deter-
mined attack on the house of com-
mons oith :he ohiect of forcing their
way into the building. The police had
been forewarned of the attempt. and
a larac force in uniform, in plain
clothes and mounted was on duty
about the building. The doors of the
house were shut in the faces of the
women, and the police attempted to
drive them back.
• In so doing, the meltinted sun gal-
loped among the women, who strug-
gled fiercely, and many of the unman
were thrown down into the mud and
Isidly hurt. The demonstraiore, how-
ever. were kept tout of the lwase
proper. although the tight with the
police outside continued for a bang
time. Several women journalists who
were roughly handled by mistake
fishnet. Over twenty of the s osolled
suffragettes" were arrested ad taken
It, !he nearest police *tattoo.
During the confusion following the
first onslaught of the women. "ix aI-
iragists succeeded in obtaining ezeiesa
to the publie lobby and attempted to
rush through the corridor leadin,r into
the house, but they were stir, by
policemen and ejectud.
•
Cluengo. Feb. is.—Resentmtio felt
by Lady Francis Cook, one tit the
leaders of the suffragist movement in
England, against the policy of active
aggression preached by Mrs. Came
Chapman Cat?. Mc president or the
Natioital American Watnon's Suffrage
association, during hr recent visit to
England is alone responsible for the
fact that 4-ady Cook will not appear
in Chicago during the sessions of he
national convention which opens to-
Lady Frances Cook, who
America, had accepted an invitation
1 address the convention on Fri•my.
but when she learned that Mrs. CAWr
tame was down on the programme
for that day she telegraphed her re-
grets and has engaged passage kir
England. The British exponent oi fe-
male suffrage attributes much of the
recent violence in parliament to the
radical teachings of. her American
soworkcr, who spent last summer its
spreadine her propozanda in Engianii.
&vision is Employed.
Lady Francis Cook has alwas s Tield
emphatic methods in abhorrence and
has directed her energies to arousing
the spirit of chivalry in the man of
England. Suasion rather than sio-
knee leis been her slogan. She has
not hesitated to express the feciing
that Mrs. Catt's unfamiliarity with
conditions in England and her igno-
rance of the force of established tra-
ditions has made her a bad leader for
the English suffragist mover-.eat.
Although Lady Francis Cook 's
American by birth, long residence in
England has given her an insigat into
the essentially British viewpoint \snit
regard to womeo, and she be...hives
that more can be accompfisheoi with
patience than by the adoption sit
methods to enforce political recognis
time
Hettr News in Chicago.
While executive committe of lie
national Organization was in scas.loo
yesterday preparatory to the opening
today of the thirty-ninth annual con-
vention at Music hall dispatches from
England brought word of the latest
female invasion of the house of com-
mons. Tilt dispatches were ro the
effect fha't holuireds of female suffrag-
ists invaded the house of parliament
with a view of enforcing recognition
and that. the assistance of the oolise
was invoked' to disperse them.
Delegates to the Chicago son , -.11-
tion expressed indignation that their
sisters across the water shoutd have
met with such indignities at the hand'
o - aovern—en snd declared shot
• - o—cals hod eon' od such a on-
ditioe.
ar he.
was Miss Tennessee Claillivi„ Sha
re,rriefi :its° the Peirish soon
after the close of the cisil war.
Race Question to Be Considered.
Thy delegates from the souti haat
come to the Chicago convent;sta de-
termined to do what they can to solve
the race problem, which has been Or
source of so much discord in the taro
few years. At their head is Miss
Kate M. Gordon, a New Orleans wo.
man of means and the•correm Indine
secretary of the national orgamearion,
sole solution ot the race prob-
lem in the south is woolen's sunroate."
she 'aid last night. "Sooner or tater
our ciiii.rre.suu a will come to rea4r,
that fact."
But by woman's suffrage Idiot sioe•
dim does not mean universal ruffra.le
Shy would aubstitu!e the ellueiti•mt1
and property qualiticaticm acal she
will uree the wisdoin of this stet7
upon :he consent ion.
"We must nullity the effect of th:
illiterate ballot." she said. "We must
make the illi!erate &allot impossible
in America. The establishment of •/` I
educational and a property qualitica
eion for the voter would make it int-
poasible for the south to cast its large
colored %toe. which is an illiterate
vote. By far the larger proportion of
the colored population is densely ta. '
norant and yet the mere fact of s
ia considered 3 sufficient qualitieat .ei
Equality of that sort is fallacious ant'




All Who Have Will Aga ee That,
h..ie SYTTIOtOrtif Are Cot etc!
: C 11 i humorist fiftc74ti prin -
a kind word for the grin a anyone lais
atich a curiosity aboui his person.
There's grip and grip. Does the M. Is
remit the grin y .01, or
one that fastens its yeaoincors
i•pon your esophagus below tile ben
Pnd refuse' to recognize the etiquette
of •I'e game? The aiior said is better
titan walking, but the sniftle.gtip is
the worst thing going. except more •
grip.
A good imitation of toe Feeniii
giisape that warp the mteocal t. •
"la" tcr a handle. can' he
small preparation. Go into he wood
shed at four in the .morning, when do
thermometer has given up the ghost
and quit having sinking spells, and ti.
a knotty stick of store wood ;to th.
grindstone in such a manner thst
will revolve when the 'handle is cir-
cularly propelled. Back a cake of ice
up against the grindstone, and wi 
• 
th A b raun L4
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
. Copied stock  $100,000
. .  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention givento business intrusted to us.
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306 Broadway, Paiucah, Ky.
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I Now Is the time 'to Buy
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scat yourself on the ice with your feet
in a can of well water. Then call the
hired man and bribe him to turn the Accident, LifedLiability, Steam Boiler-crank of the grindstone in a rapid and
muscular manner. Every time the
stovcwood flies around and hits you
on the "coco," swallow a nutdleg
grater and stick a splinter in your




beautilid .sunset_purple and your pa- nffice Phone 369.
jamas have frozen fast to the don-
gated portion of your spinal column
'have the trusty carry you into the cel-
lar, rub red peppers into your eyes
and nose,' screw a carpenters vice
onto your bead and shovel you into
the fornace. After five minutes, if you
are alive, command him to carry you
out and push the woed-pilesover on
you If you are not 'alive, don't say
a words When you have been re-
turned to the 'house, arrange to hive
your wife ask you for money—an4a
thou faint.
' La grippe is certainly art exaaperat-
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Chicago, Feb. 15.-"Prevalence of
child labor throughout the United
States is iedicative o a grea national
'peril," declared Professor Richmond
iiendcrwn, of the -iiiversity o: Chi-
ago yiste-day afternoon in an ad-
dress before the ladies' auxiliary of
the North Chicago Hebrew congrega-
tion. "It is evident that something
mast be done at once to check this
great evil, as in many states, and
ecially in the south, it is increas-
Appealing to their maternal in-
etincts, Professor Henderson urged
the women of the organization to use
their influence towird the betterment
of the Illinois child labor laws and
toward the enactment of similar legis-
lation in other states.
"Ladies, with your outlook and in-
telligence. do you want your boy or
your girl to spend all their time be-
tween the age of ft and 14 at some
nionotonoes wort,. such as the grind-
ing Of. razor blade or the sharpening
of a pin noivit?" he &eked.
Piglet to Saws Children.
"Will you rot fight to the utmost to
save your child from that calamity?
Jhe humane sentiment will not per-
mit children to be ground up for the
Opefit of this generation when the
next generation is entitled to their
services. To protect these children
is our task. If you and 1 are capable
of peeing ahead it is our duty to sec
for the people who have not eyes to
*et or ears to hear.
"Tile number of boys and girls at
work in the United States is probably
about amoomoo. Of the boys 13 per
cent are engaged in manufacturing
sad mechanical pursuits, while of the
girls at per (east are in those occupa-
tions. The child in the country works
with a tool, but when he roe • to the
easy and is in a factory he is worked
Ivy a machine. %%ten he has a tool
in his, hand he can work as fast as he
wants to, but when he is worked by
LARGE SPOT ON
OLD SOL'S FACE
Artrotionrrrs Saw it Indicates Elec-
tricel Disturbances.
Pittsburg. Feb. te-Proi. John A.
Reasluar. of the Allegheny obsersa-
tory, announced a discovery of one of
• the greatest sun spots CVCr called to
the attention of astronomy. Ile says,
•es a result, electrical disturbimee• sill
be experienced throughout the cots-
try about inight These disturb•
once.. Ite declare., may take the form
of a display of aurora borealis or
taker iph and telephone communica-
tion will be seriously affected. The
Pftlent spot is so large it can he seen
throusth smoked glass. and, the sciew
tut adds, is one of the must actise •
of solar spots.
In his statement of the discusery
l`rof. Brashear adds:
'A %cry large and beautiful sun
spot ir solar disturbance is now
crossing thc face of the sun and is
approaching the ceutral
Thigh' the largest soot that has been:
seen for several years and its ap-
proximate length is i ita000 miles and
oo,000 miks wide. covering an area
of about lictoomo square miles. There
I x much activity in the spot ars; there •
may be some electrical disturbance on
the earth about tonight, but this is
rather difficult to predict on account 4
of the position of the disturbance in
reiation to the earth.
"Resides this great group of spots.
there are three other groups to the .
ebt "ti l• and a fourth leaving the
sett on the eastern side. The great i
spot can be readily seen by the naked '
eye with a piece of smoked glass. In- ,
-deed, my attention) was called to it
hy a gentleman oho ewe it through •
the morning fog.
"We have been observing the sista:
with great interest all day. tneasuringt




a machine he bas to keep up."
Professor Henderson said that on
the whole conditions in respect to
child labor • are improving, but that
here s still a large percentage of
'iovs and stifle employed in factories
and sweatshops. Amendments are
reeded to the presen law, he asserted
which will make the act more strin-
Vert A ritiition.1 inspectors are also
urgently needed, 'he said.
Age Limit is Demanded.
"These should he an age limit for
child work," continued Professor lien
derson, speakine of the legislation
which the national child labor corn-
-''e e is endeavoring to secure
throughout the country. "No child
should be allowed to work steadily
until he is la. Achild should not be
worked beyond a certain time in the
day or more than a certain number of
moil he is te. A child should not be
out of the factory but he should be in
the school and at play. There should
he compulsory school attendance up
to 14 years of age. There should also
be an educational qualification, which
itt not fully provided for in the Illi-
-nit law A child must know some-
thing and be able to pass certain ex-
aminations before he is allowed to go
into a factory."
Manual Training Advocated.
The value of manual training and
similar education in the schools was
'treed by Professor Henderson as a
positive step toward the development
of children.
"It is not enough to take children
cut of factories," he said. "They must
he put into school and through all
must be guarded and protected. Boys
•nd girls need to do something. Chil-
dren ought to learn to make some-
thing leo themselves. Beginning at
about the twelfth year the child
should step by step turn play into
work. The transition from childhood





Indicted for Publishing and Circulat-
ing the News of the Thaw
Trial.
•mmowlism1=1
Lebanon, Ky.. Feb. 15.-The grand
'nry iii the circuit court here re-
turned indictments yesterday after.
noon against the Cincinnati Eequtrer,
the Evening Post. the Louisville
Times and the Louisville Herald for
printina and circulating in this county
the "offensive and indecent.' proceed-
ings of the Thaw trial.
The prosisions of the Kentucky
statutes on which the indictments are
based are contained ia Sections last
and Itsa. Summarized these sections
provide .
"At shell be milassful for any person
to sell or offer for sale any paper.
book or periodical, the chiet feature
of which is to record the commission
of crimes, the pictures of criminals or
desperadoes, or Cuts or illustrations
of men and women in improper dress.
"It shall be unlawful for any person
or corporation to SC11 or Circulate any
obscene, lewd, disgusting, filthy or in-
decent book or newspaper, or to print
advertisements stating where any-
thing lewd, disgusting. obscene or
filthy wan be purchased.
"It 'hall be unlawful to print or sell
any book or newspaper principally
made up of criminal news, police re-
ports or accounts of criminal deeds.
"It is provided that this act shall
not app:y in any way to scientific or
medical works
great spot, stretching ait eighth of the
way across the sun
"It Looses at a time %% ben it is not
usual to expect sun spots, and is of
greater interest for that reason. Why
it appears now ic not explained"
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
T.a-Week Republic, of St.
.3anits, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
-felly framed picture, Size 5 1-2 by
4 17 1.4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you she taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up (or
aane year and get one of these beauti-
fnl pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
oacars a black picture bat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
"Us one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. tt, or "The Summer
vlirj," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a hunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture. ot
No. n. Is a three-quarter length Pie.
titre representing "The Winter Girl,"
-with a long chat, boa about her neck
and a Ma
Irises are made of ronoded
kid are all bilar_l;. To tell thous
r real ebony it veduid he neceSsary
take them Irani the reall for ex;
amination. The pictures and frames
arc neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of. a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than so cents. The best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to hay
that if you arc not thoroughly satis-
fied with youe picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or 'if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one Year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress ie the fastest
growing *farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures. all for only
Remit by postoffice or express
money order. registered letter or bank
draft. ho not send persona) cheeka
Write came and addr prititey. A.
dregs all Or re to the. St. "Lottis Re-
pOte,
Neighborly Amenities.
Jolanny--Ma. says will you please
tend 'her some eggs mid sugar and
butter and flour?
'Mrs. Subbubs-Certain.' and I'll
letd her my doctor When she tries to
I es
MR. LUCIEN a ?RS IS CON-
FINED AS RESULT OP
ACCIDENT.
Alderman Harry Hank Snagged Skin
on Hand With Stovepipe-
Other Accidents.
Mr. Lucien L. Rogers is dangerous-
'v ill at his home in the county as the
result of a fall on the ice he received
:en days ago. He is one of the oldest
residents of this section, having lived
around Paducah for over half a cen-
tury.
Injured Hand.
Aldsrman Harry hank is suffering
from a painful cut on his right hand,
caused by striking it against the sharp
edge of a stovepipe, which laid the
skin open.
Getting Better.
''a'le Ahereathir is recovering at
his home on Thirteenth and Tennes-
see streets from the effects of the
jagged wound snagged in his stomach
• the sharp pointed nail in the bats-
''ter of the stairway at the Dixie
'ills, where he worked. When he
gets well enough to attend court,
here will be tried %Vatter Taylor, the
foreman, who put the nail in the bap-
ister down which the boys had been
sliding.
Ailing Engineers,
Engineer Smith Bonner will shortly
retiree his runs on the Illinois Cen-
tral rallroad, as there are rapidly heal-
'-o. .he womsds on his head and body
caused by the infuriated negro brake-
man assaulting him with a kniie and
'sntern during a controversy.
Engineer James Ryan will be laid
tip at the railroad hospital for several
weeks with a broken ankle, fractured
toe and severe bruises, caused by the
steam ens' shovel dropping on him in
the yards.
I Sister Quite Ill,Mr. Charles Baker, the wholesalegrocer, left last esening for Los An-
geles. Cal., where 'he will remain in-
•definitely, attending the bedside nf
1
his shoe!, Mrs. William Barnhill. who
has been there for many months on
account of her declining health
Floating Apartment House.
Today the transatlantic Ste mship
is a floating hotel: tomornw it may
be a floatini apartment house lhe
first seagoing flats are now in cottage
ef construction in the Minonetteika
of the Atlantic Transport Live, laid
up in London
The departure is not revolution, but
evolution. It was bound to core.
Foam the bunk to the stateroom plan
was tic first step. Then c oas the
mete-omit de luxe. followed in luta
esiarae to the bathroom annex and
the suite. To the mite are added nuw
a i riv; hall, front teindeires. •loar.
bell. a nameplate and a janit.00the
eke ater and the telephone cam. haig
ago-an-1 there you are.
The landlord and hi• receipt hook
will soon be in evidence at every
ticket office of the line, and arrange-
ments can undoubtedly be noels f
early call,, win approved landlubber
style. by thc milkman and icearr.n on
heard.
Of course. tha mornin• oardir
'alit be kit at thc door with the iatest
wheleee telegraphic news, ani thee
salll Lc a chance to kick at the on:set- r
o'h'he if the carrier boy is tat .
The time is coming Ashen tha too:-
ler be sea or land can enjoy ori the
el,aaanfort of home. -Nese York
sro!ld
Flat Life Makes Pat Women.
"Strangers in New York often com-
ment on the number of stout women
they meet. and I believe this is largely
due to flat house and apartment life,"
remarked a physician with a large
family practice. "Take the woman,
for instance, who lives on the top
floor of a 'house without on elevator
and if she is of a phlegmatic nature
a week or inure will pose without her
leaving the house. I have same pa-
tients or mothers of patients who ad-
mit that Sunday or Saturdays is the
only day in the week when they go
Even with itousework to do in
the average New York flat a woman
does not secure enough exercise of
the right sort to keep down her flesh.
In the suburbs or the small cities the
housewife climbs the stairs, one of the
best exercises for reducing flesh, and
she goes to market daily. Here in
York the average flat house women
has no more than a thirty-foot hall
to traverse if she wants to visit a
neighbor, and elle does her ordering
through her husband or children. This
statement will he confirmed by any
grocer, baker or manager of a deli-
catessen shop. Children become very'
shrewd shoppers, while their mothers
take on superfluous flesh." -New
York- Press,
Ninety-three, Never Rode on Train.
Omaha. Neb.. Feb ia.- -.Polio West-
call of Atlantic. Iowa. formerly of
Ohio, today celebrated hie ibinet3- 1
Ibirti birthday etinivereary. Ile has
FIFTEEN YEARS lAttiDtNI INSURANCLOF ECZEMA
Affected Hands, Arms and Legs—
Endured Terrible Itching and was
Unable to Sleep —Would Tear
the Bandages to Scratch the Skin
—In less than One Week
CURED BY THE
CUTICURA REMEDIES
°I had eczema nearly fifteen years,vibe affected parts were my hands, armsmid legs. They ware the worst m the
winter time and were
always itchy, and I
could not keep from
scratching them. I
had to keep both
hands bandaged all
the time, and at night
I would have to
scratch through the
bandages as the itch-
ing was ea severe, and
at times I would have
to tear everything off
my hands to scratch
the akin. I coukl not
reit or sleep. I had
several physicians
treat Inc but they
could not give me a
permanent cure, nee
even maid they stop
the itching, After
using the Cutieius




six days the itching had ceased, and nowthe sores have disappeared, and I never
felt better in my life than I do now.
Edward Waren, Band 30th, V. S. Infan-
try, Fort Crook, Nebraska.'
Imm•••••16.
The most torturing and &figuring
humors, eehemais, rashes, itchitws irri-
tations, and inflammations of skin,
scalp, and blood, with leas of hair of in-
fants, children, and adults, are instantly
relieved and speedily cured by the Cuts-
curs Rowdies, when all else fail&
ossels• Itsessel Tpubsest WaryIllessas 0.11issa. smi Maks elsolus se OM-Nov Ise.) se Comm dm Nth.. Osessat 01•••••peso as mai les law sea ow.. run (ofterwoamass 1st, Fur ow .r in • Psotty SYNI4
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IN HUMOROUS VEIN.
11)..e. give me something fur my
headache." "Did you ever have head-
ache before?" "Nope-usually after."
-Cleveland Leader.
- -
Professor (at chemistry examina-
tion)-Under what combination is
gold released most quickly? Student
-Marnago-Fliestende Blattcr.
Teacher-is there any connecting
link between the animal and tlic vege-
table kingdom?
Bright Pupil-Yes, mum: there"
hash.--Harper's Weekly.
Piite5 going to expose ;a part) of
grafteri." "Why does 'he take such
an in: 'rest?" -They wouldn't pay
him ;or refraining from, exposing
them'.'--Clevelanil Plain Dealer.
Ent Illts12St -Don't you think the
chiaro oscine, was fine?
Won-musical Guest-Well, now, to
be plain with you. I liked the chicken
salad better.-Clevelaad Leader.
Nagger--l've put one poor devil on
his feet. anyway.
Mrs. Nagger-Whom have you been
fooling your money away on now?
Nagger-Your next husbanchmadam
I've had my life insured.-- Chicago
Newt.
"I suppose you write fur posterity?"
observed the visitor to the scribe with
budging brow. "Mc? Not on your
life," frankly responded the person
addressed. "Ever notice any checks
being ignert by posterity S"-Phila-
delphia Public Ledger.
"You i are in favor or g4ing ner
merf!hers of congress more opportuni-
ties to raake speeches?" "Certainly,"
answered Senator Sorghum: "the
sooner a young man in politics gets
ever this idea of telling all he knows
the better it will be for everybody."
—Washington Star.
"1 sce an inventor is working ,
an automobile that will jump over
holes."
"That's nothing compared to my
machine."
"Why. what does your auto do?"
"The first time I took it out it
jumped over the curb and tried to
climb a tree.-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The Editor Seeing Things.
(Shawnee, Okki., Herald.)
A stinging se-orphan was killed in
the Herald office yesterday, no mercy
whatever being vouchsafed him. He
was a republican scorpion, beipg of
the Jim Crow variety evidently, as he
thought he had, equal social right
with the whites employed in the office
lie had missed the street and the
number.having without doubt thouseht
be was entering the office of the even-
ing cootemporary of Isis kind of
a
never beeti railroad trttib. 4UL *Cr cat(' •
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Mice Phone 369: Both Resiotoce:•72f
CAMPBtll BUILDINf
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Lot as Wind the house; you pay for it on Trope, met. Vomit hoe la all parte of the do. Moe los ertheproposed car esemoros so Brood to sem depot es &Semerreete fres Sp sr esse east Boy use. so hroodhsest
while cheep. Tires le the Islotwat ground Is the eity. Preasjfaaaveaske. reodb.
M'CRACIIEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
rirK. ! Ldlard D. droders. Pros. uml Phone 04
osal*NOOrio• oft•oriwers•oelp+OHimeoareeme
5; E. COU LSo
1 0.PLUMBINCdeo
Steam and Dot %tater Heating,





good health and this cod-
bined wi:h modern sitrEarv
firtures he'ps to keep the &cum w.f
of your home. Vinsitted" PorecLai
Enameled plumhing future, make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary sad
have a beauty arl their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples ot
this famous ware. We guarantee void
work, prompt 'mice arid areraion no
meter how small or how large your josh.
HANNAN.
20 132 St- 4th
1,
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Tti INGS"
The Pennies, Nickeis, Dins and Quarters Make tbe Mats
SAVE Yin SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
DST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A .BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO laPHN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITII









SUPERIOE.FACILITIES FOE HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHU&
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Secretary it be among
d"Entereil at the Postoffice of Pada- 
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Anyohe failing to receive this paper
regulasay should report the matter to













authorfted to announce the
,f Joe A. Purchase for city
ect to the action of the
Party.
W. e are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Bally) Reed for
city jiiter, subject to the action of
tLe democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the acnon of the
democratic party.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
democratie party.
City Treasurer.
We arc authorized to announce the
sandidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
'demorratic perry.
City Dark.
We are ousisorized to .soulounce
City•Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for the democratic nomination
to succeed himself as city
ject to any action of the
pi imary.
Mrs. J. Campbell Flournoy, vice Evansville, Ind., Feb. is.—A short -president of the Magazine club, se- age of $66,1o4.33 in ex-Treasurerlecttd a committee from the member- Jw-hn P. %Valket's cash accounts wastaile,.pf the Thaw caie. ,Pne Pa! 3- iahin. to draft suitable resolutions in
graph of the preamble . condemns memory of Mrs. Beetle Fowler Camp-
bell, the president of the body, whoWhite in the termst passed away Thursday, and will be
"The publication in detail of the buried today. Embodied in the draft
loathsome and licentious acts of the is the following.
The ladies of the Magazine clubsaid Stanford White in a long and '
feeling a persdnal loss in the passing.uninterrupted career of debauchery of astay Of Weir beloved president. Mrs.
girlish virtue and chastity must of Bertie Fowler Campbell, wish to ex-
necessity have a demoralizing in- press their love and appreciation, and
fluence on the youth of the land." therefore be it.
Resolved, That the vacancy caused
I 
by her death will be most difficult to
full fill, and the club will ever be poorer
from the loss of her counsel and herpublicity of railroad accidents as a ,
guidance.eyeventive for such eeccurences. i Resolved, That her womanly grace.
The great trouble with the railroad her charm of manner and mine were
•42 constant inspiration to the Hub,companies, as a rule, is that they
i Resolved, That as a mark of respect
to her. the Magazine club discontinue
its meetings during the lemen ;casein.
Resolved. That the secretary be in
it structed to record these resolutions
on the minutes of the club, and that
an engrossed copy be delivered to thea bereaved family.
Nt IS% ANNA WEBB, 1 $92 000 Cash funds that the county
rRS. F. L SCOTT. ought to have had to its credit on
MRS. CHAS. WHEELER. Jan. a6, Walkcr had taken all hut
Committee. $7.4.000.
Loaned Officials Mosey.
Affairs Called In. I Displaying a stolidity and an nonthe Dauvhtere of the American
Revolution have called in the lunch-
eon intended for February 22. at the
home of Mrs Hohliard WWI.. in
eeiehrtvion of Wssbinaton'as birthday,
on acceun• of the death of Mrs.
Itertie F. Campbell. Nether will any
rehearsal he held today for the
Flower Carnival the chanter intendshad much to do with the indifference
eivine, on account of Met. Camohellclerk, 
I 
sub-
democratic I charve of one of the
of the Russian army and navy. havinv been in 
entertainment departments. The
Statitue Mesical club has also called
in next Wednesday's meeting, because
4 .1 the death of Mrs. Caaeobell. who




word or deed there is a sure atxl just t
punishment awaiting them, but for
eiery kind wo d or deeit that shall
bling comfort and happiness into the
jives of others there is a sure and
just reward both here and hereafter,
for it is what we think, say and do
each day of our lives that forms our
characters here and fixes our final
in the life to come, whether
the good or among the
A resolution has been introduced
in congress to authorize the presi-
UTIUNS SHORT
OF RESPECT IN HIS ACCOUNTS
MAGAZINE CLUB TAKES AC- MISAPPROPRIATED $66,1oe OF
TION REGARDING MRS. VANDENBURGH COUN-
CAMPBELL'S DEATH. TY'S FUND.
Different Organizations Call in En-
tertainments on Account of Dis-
solution of this Lady.
Had No Conception of His Obliga-
tions and Very Loose in
Methods.
If the authorities in every
wreck occurs would
immediately hold a public investiga-
tion and summon witnesses the pub-
lic would soon have all the facts.
Saturday Morning, February 16, i907.
. -
A Modern Scripture Lesson.
\ wetter to the Chicago Chronicle
Porn Elgin points out what he con-
siders blessings to mankind and in
so furnishes food for thought
It, say-s.
"Blessed are tie parents who
riake their greatest effort in life to
teo‘Nele a pleasant and attractive
borne for their children that shall be
ta them the de:rest place on earth
and where they will find their great-
est enjoyment in the home circle.
"Blessed are the parents who do
not allow their children to spend
their time on the streets at night
aid who teach them to avoid ev'l
companions and had company at all
tom,
"Blessed arc the parents who real-
that they are -wilt:311y responsible
for the habits of their children form-
ed in their early youth, which help
form the r characters as they grow
mature life.
'Illessed are the parents who teach
their boys that learning to smoke
without being sick or to drink beer
or whiskey without getting drunk
sloes not make a man of them or
liting respect from anyone, but that
1, se habits., once formed, only tend
tss weaken and shorten their lives
oxid sap the vigor of true manhood,
besides being a constant drain on
their earnings from whieth comes no
good but only injury.
• -Blessed arc the parents who gain
:and hold the feve and confidence of
their girls and who, by the wisdom
of their own experience, strive to
fartify their minds against the many
snares and temptationi to wrongdo-
ing that lurk on every hand through
titeir youthful days.
"Blessed is the young man who
would always protect the honor of
mothers and sisters even as he would
that of his own.
"Blessed is the young woman who
never forgets that her good . name
and reputation arc worth more tri 'her
than the greatest riches the work
cah bestow.
"Blessed arc tithe children who do
pot neglect their father, and mother
in their old age, bat Who try in every
way to add to their comfort and hap-
piress when the winter of life. draws
near.
"Blessed arc the parents .who teach
their children that 'for every wrong
(lent to bar from the 'mails news-
papers "containing the revolting" de-
A railroad official suggests
endeavor to suppress all information
when a wreck occurs, especially Where
is due to defective tracks or rolling
where
General Kuropatkins history of the
Russo-Japanese war supports our
contention that the defeat of Russia
was largly due to a lack of loyalty to
the government by its officers and
men and that the internal dissensions
In sleepy London a firm of dis-
tillers is charged with fleecing the
government by smuggling whisky
from the distillery through under
ground pipes to the warehouse The
gosernment makes the modest clair.i
of Sao.000 for the evasion of the law.
'the state rendered 4ociety good
sersicc yesterday by banging the two
rapists at Rue:divine Their crime
was extremely revolting and they
richly deserved their fate The prompt
hanging by law of all such brutes
will have a good effect
Running Past Danger Signals.
tCleveland Plain Dealer.)
A party of operating official a
railway running out of Cleveland
formed themselves into a surprise
party the other night and visited a
neighboring town to see whether en-
gineers were paying proper attention
to the signals. The result was- illumi-
!Dating. According to the published
Ireports the inspectors turned out the
lights intended to show that the track
was clear, and in spite of the warning
thus given twenty-four trains out of I
r twenty-five rushed by, only one stop-
ping to investigate what was wrong.
lOf four passenger trains only two
even slackened speed on, seeing the
sianal which meant danger ahead.
The road in question is one of the
Lest and most efficiently operated in
the country, and if such a, state of
things can exist on it what is the
condition on other lines less com-
pletely equipped and less carefully
operated?
How to Get Rid of the Dust.
This is the great question of the
housekeepr—how to get rid of the
dust. Sweeping won't do it, ordinary
dusting won't do it: as both of these
stir up the dust and make it circulate
more freely. Who doesn't know the
discomfort of sweeping day, when all
the furniture covered up, the curtains
pinned high, the sweeper, with head
draped 'and big apron and gloves that
protect gown and hands, applies her
broom vigorously to digging out the
dirt? With what result? Why, all
tile air is charged with the suffocating
particles, lungs are attacked by them
the membrane of the nose is irritated
the sight of the eyes is imperiled. And
all this is so US C ICF.S, for it is an old-
fashioned way of cleaning now, to stir
up things before putting them in or-
der. The way to get rid of dust is to
collect it—not to scatter it. —From
Three Col'-ins of Duct for a Pillar of
Fire. in, Pictorial Review for March.
USES BUTCHER KNIFE
TO AWAKEN BOARDER
Small Boy Resorts To Strenuous
Methods to Get Man to
Brealdast.
Columbus, Int. Feb. ts.—.1 he
three-year-old son of George Hodler,
a boarding-home keeper of this place.
introduced a very effective, yet rather
dangerous, method of getting drowsy
lodgers out of bed at his father's
boarding-house this morning. The
little fellow was sent by his parents
to arouse and call to breakfast
Charles Henry, a boarder, aged eigh-
teen years. The Child succeeded in
awakening Henry, but he insisted on
turning over and taking another nap
The child used every method within
his power to induce the drowsy board-
er to arise and go to his breakfast.
but without success until finally hc
lost his patience and also his temper
1 and, seizing a butcher knife, he
I plunged the blade into Henry's right




on the part of a firm of distillers to
defraud the revenue office is reported
to have been unearthed by inland
revenue offices. The latter, it is as-
serted, discovered a system of un-
derground pipes through which
whisky was conveyed from the dis-
tillery to the duty paid warehouse,
whence it was distributed to the
trade, thus escaping the tax of $2.75
per gallon. The revenue authorities
are said to have demanded the pay-
ment of a fine of $30.coo on the
smuggled liquor. The matter will be
brought up in Parliament.
FAVOR SEPARATE SCHOOLS
FOR WHITES AND BLACKS
Boston, Feb. ms—President Eliot
of Harvard University, Wm. G. Frost
of Berea College, Kentucky, anr'
Right Rev. Win. Lawrence, Episcopal
Bishop of Washington. before the
Twentieth Century club last night
expressed themselves as being more
or less in favor of separate school
for white and blacks.
President Eliot defendek the separ-
ate school system of the South anti
- lid that the thirty colored student'
now at Harvard are not enough
-sake an influence for evil on th-
student mass. He said, however. thei
'c the number increased to any ea
+en he shoold favor a separatioa
T'resident Frost described the con
-lifions and methods of conductin-
llerea Colleae. where the races ar,
sanarted. Mellon Lawrence aeree-'
President Flint to a certain ea
*era. fie thigialit eisat there might
senarste institutions when the Iwo
populations were nearly Ognedi
officially reported to the county com-
missioners yesterday by Experts M
It. Lockyear and August Lech.
Vallee has not yet been arrested.
The report is a complete disclos-
ure (if an official who never for a
moment realizei the responsibility
and sacredness of a public trust. No
.-•pendthrift could have been more
free-handed and careless with his own
money than John Walker was with
other peoples' fund's. Ofted from a
bare competence through sympathy
.ind his relatives' poktical pull, John
Walker, the poor crippled railroad
clerk, stepped into the treasurer's of-
fice to handle millions and was daz•
sled at the opportunity to get rich
quick. He forgot the oath he had
taken, forgot the trust placed in him
by his friends, forgot the duty IP
owed to his wife and children, passed
up the chance to honestly save from
a large salary and dug so deep into
the public coffers as to practically
bankrupt the county of whose funds
he was the trusted custodian Of the
tictve that under another occasion
mirht hare been deserted splend'isl.
John Walker appeared before the
county c‘nntnissioners yesterday
morning and fought to have acknowl-
edged credit items to the amount of
$.975-34. Among these claims is one
for $735,.3o for salary, which they can
refuse to allow because Walker did
rut honestly earn 'it Another credit
claim is for $5.44 advanced to other
et.tirt house officials and clerks on
SZ.27.C4 and wages. These advances
were made as loans. Walker keeping
a memorandum and charging himself
s.ith the cash. Then there is an item
l of Pio representing personal loansnode by Walker to his friends wh,
!.,se not se. paal him back.
Deducting the amount of his credit
c;aims, of whose availabilite there i:
de nbt, the total unexplained shortage
's KmatIters. Where this money wen!
none but John Walker knows and
nether 'he nor his attorneys, P. C
Gould ard Spencer and Brill, pier
any explanation.
. The experts' report reveals the fact
that Walker was $54.15246 short
when he %sent before the people in
the fall of loos and made a success-
fill campaign. Little did the people
think, when John Walker went on
tle stump and asked their suffrage
because of the model manner in
which lie had conducted floe treasur-
ers' office, that he was staring in the
:.!ce a deficit of mcre than $acoaxxi
ABOUT PEOPLE
Edison. at 6o years of age. : re-
nt win,/ his early attempts to invent a
lamp on the principle of the glow
esorm, to give light without heat.
Lawyer Delmae was a clever wit
and dahater of the Yale law school
class of '65. Some of his class want
'him for the commencement oration in
June.
Rev. C. Kendall is about to begin a
crusade on the Pacific coast against
the slave trade in girls. He says that
T,000 Japanese girls are held in
slavery in California.
Prof. Sedwick, of the Institute of
Technology, Boston, is at the head of
a movement for the establishing in
'his city of a zoological society. claim-
ing Becton is practically the only
large city in the world which has no
"zoo."
King Edward's cigar bill is large.
lie is an inveterate smoker and the
"weed" he uses is valued at anything
CrOM gr to $250 apiece. It is said that
the king's cigars are the product of a
narOcular plantation in Havana which
supplies no one but his majesty and
'Lord Rothschild.
Vicamte Georges D'Ayenel, who
deliver a series of lectures at
irarvard university and then make a
'our of the country, sneaking *fore
'he various groups of the Alliance
';rancaise. has arrived in New York.
The vicomte will discuss political
remedies for the correction of econo-
nic conditions.
Truth would be frightened to death
lf it happened to encountei some peo-
Ae in a dark alley.
Once in a great while the 'heaei of a
family gets a chance to spend
-on.: of the mnnea he earns.
if you have no business of
'wit make it your business to








I CLUARANCt SAE L!
1 Quality, style and workmanship are combined
with the
LOWEST PRICES




We are compelled to make room for our RIM
spring stock which we are receiving daily.
Nothing R.eserved
If you want a serviceable Snit or Overcoat at
a low price that will give you complete satis-




Should you desire better goods we can give
you the best values obtainable at prices
ranging from
$3.48 to $13.48
These goods consist of all styles which former-
ly sold at from $7.50 to $22.50. See window
display for these most excellent values
SPECIALS
Knee Pants  . 19c
Men's Coats . • •





. . . . 38c
. . $1.25
I Men's 70, WhileFancy Vests a #‘0 They Last,
We have added several hundred more pairs of
broken tits of Crossett makes to our special
sale of $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 Crosset Shoes at
2..ea
Your size may be in this lot. All sizes at
present. We advise you to come early.
INCORPORATED.
312 Broadway














There are many Special new
things on sale now
at our store 1;
As 0 L'
312Broadway. - Exclusive Ready- Lo-Wadir
rat
Among some of values at e our Children's Coats in Tans,
Reds. Browns. Blues or mixt ures, formerly worth $5n0 to Woo
ticrAtot
that are now being sold for .. ..... ....... $263
1110••••••••11•••••••••••••••
• a
* PERSONAL 114134TIOM. •
•
•411444110611••••••••••••••••••
Miss Nellie Stansberry, of Nbe-
tropolik,Carrived yesteida* to visit her
grandmother, Mrs. C. W. Stansberry,
and_ other gelatines 'here.
Mrs. W. K. Coolidge of Memphis,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Leslie
Souk of North Fed).
Mr. J. M Foster has gone to
to Sheffield, Ala after visiting Mrs.
Thompson and daughter, Miss Ella,
of West Trimble street.
Mr. George W. I3erringer of Union
City. Ind.. is in the city. Ile is at
the head of the big works that manu-
factures wheels for nagons and bug-
gies. and is touring the South looking
for a new location.
Mr Thomas Hall, the dry goods
,drummer, is here from Kansas which
is hs territory now.
Mr. Charles Davis and wiic of
Carrsville. have returned home after
"visiting here.





The favorite Inastsroiaces of the
greatest corroosesrs carefully selected
from the treat fiell r.f mtusical liter*
tore. Pieces of character and worth
published at frc•n co cents to Si.00 a
copy. Our special price is
10 Cents a Cony Postpaid
Following is a partial list of Selec-
tions:
Title. Comnoser.
Arevonlise . . Missenet
Barcarolle (Jose) Tschsikowairs




Dinnei,Rer Snirits 1Ft nh.vi
The 7$ eiatersin ger Wagner




I Loyss Thee ODD. 4,c4 No. 3. Grieg
Longing for Home, Opp. it, 
 Juntionano
arsine of corms.
ItelnAie. On. S. No. 3 . ..Pafferewal4







Pis•eleati frnm "SvItia" . Delibes
sasoaad volee. On. 56 •a&bITASeemed Wiseotira .Oeniard
Stnnsle Confession
Chansinade
sneiror Sohli • . Meneeiteehe
frierette 
IlvInlips. Lea ...... Bachmann
 t.a•-k
Tarawelle. Op. 85 . ...
Trawerterei ... . Schoenen-.
UnAer the Leaves Thome
Valise 
Dura"T  ek4Araheacnie. On th
Valse Lente (from -common")
Delibes
Beautiful Irue Danube Waltzes...
Strause
Cavalleria. Rustican a- I nterrr - a zo
 Mascagni
Dance of the Zenhyrs Cone




The Storm , Weber
Under the nobble Eagle, March ...
Wagner
Remeher MP Brinkman
Over the, Weves, Mexican Walt.vii
Roses
Afterward. •Soog popotes
Good Rye, Settle .. : ... Tostl: 131 Old Madrid Song Trneers
The hnvre nieces( are not the cheap
aryl defective toe edition.
We handle all the. Istest oonular
moat,- the classical favorites and
teachIng pieces. Instruction books
&c /1*c.
D. F. WILSON
1Rnoir anti movir man
r at Harbota's Department Store,
Robert Phillips have returned from
Lex ington, Ky.
Miss Peal Thomas of Mayfield, is
visiting Miss Letha Puryear.
Mrs. Noble F. Parker has gone to
Lexington, Tenn., to visit her par-
ents.
Miss Murrell Brown of Madison-
ville is visiting Mrs. Claude Creason
of West Clay street.
Mrs. J. H. Little is visiting her sis-
ter. Mrs. S. Graham of Benton.
Mrs. Clarence McGregor 'has gone
to Benton for a visit.
.Nfrs. A. E. Arnold has returned
from visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Griffith in Benton.
Mr. Oscar L. Gregory today goes
to Washington, D. C.. and returning,
will be accompanied by his wife who
has been -pending the winter theite
where their daughter, piss Lillian
attends school.
Mrs. Thomas W. Long sit Hopkins-
vale. arrived yesterday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Bertie F. Campbell.
Hmi. John G. Miller. Sr.. was in
Princeton yesterday on business.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot went to Daw-
son yesterday for his health. and
while he is away Justice John J.
Illeich is acting county judge.
Nfr. George %V. Lee and wife have
JUDGE DREW LIST OFI
CRIMINAL TERM JURORS
JUDGE REED TAKES FIRST STEP TOWARDS PREPARING FORTERM DURING WHICH ACCUSED WILL BE TRIED FORTHE OFFENSES THEY ARE CHARGED WITH—COURT SET
FOR NEXT WEDNESDAY SUIT OF J. T. REDDICK AGAINSTSOL C. VAUGHAN FOR Six:to—BERT ROBERTS HAS SEN-TENCE PASSED ON HIM A GAIN — JUDGE LIGHTFOOTCALLS FISCAL COURT INT 0 SESSION NEXT WEDNESDAY.
Judge Reed yesterday drew from
the jury wheel the list of names of
those who arc to be summoned for
jury service during the criminal term
of court to be held in April. He
draws the names now so the sheriff
will have plenty of time to serve
notice on every one. The judge ex-
pected to bring this term of court
to a close today, but finds some busi-
ness will carry him over until next
week.
There was set for hearing next
Wednesday the litigation in which
Dr. J. 1'. Reddick claims Sol C.
Vaughan owes him about $1,100, as
the amount of premiums Dr. Reddick
advanced on defendant's life insur-
ance policy.
Miss Fletta Price was appointed
as an examiner for this city and
county, by the court.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
reported that $.2.4o.70 worth of claims
had been filed with him, against the
H. C. Allison estate. The claims
were lodged in the suit of Mary E.
Allison, executrix of If. C. Allison's
!
estate, against Lola Mankin.
Judge Reed yesterday had before
him Bert Roberts, the little incorrigi-
ble, who was senteneced to five years
l
in the State Reform School at Lex-
ington, Ky., where 111 v.ill be taken
by Detective Moore. The lad was
Isentenccd two weeks ago by Judge
'Lightfoot to the institution. but Ro-
Serts escaped from Detective Moore
at Louisville. while he and four other
boys were being taken to the school.
Roberts came back here and was cap-
tured Sunday night last, at his sis-
ter's home on Harrison near Third
street. Now he was put on trial be-
fore Judge Reed .yesterday and or-
dered back to the school.
Settle With Sheriff.
Juilee Lightfoot has issued an or-
der calling the becal ourt together
next hVednesday for purpose of set-
tling with Sheriff- John Ogilvie who
will show how much taxes he has
collected for the county govern-
ment. After settling with the aptinty
the sheriff goes to Frankfort and
settles with the auditor for chat due
the -commonwealth in taxes thins Mc
Crack ni county.
Power of Attorney.
Allie B. Cowgill of Lancester, Neb.
has conferred power of attorney on
W. F. Bradshaw,. Jr., giving the lat-
ter authority to release a lien upon
Jefferson street property Mrs. Cow-
gill forneerly owned, but sold to
other..
Property Sold,
Land lying on the Ogden Landing
road in the rural district has been
sold by J. E. Graham to Robert
Graham for $5 and other considera-
tions.
Property on the battle need has
been bought of Robert Graham by




CEREMONIES BE HELD AT 4
O'CLOCK OVERS MRS. BER-
TIE CAMPBELL'S BODY.
Mr. James Fendley Died of Erysip-
elas and Will Be Taken to Liv-
ingston County—Sublette's
Body Held.
This afternoon at o'clock the fun-
erpl services over the remains of ,Mrs.
Bertic Fowler Campbell, will bil'held
at the family residence on Broadway,
Rev. W. E. Cave of tpf First Presby-
terian church officiating. The burial
followe at Oak Grove cemetery.
- The active pall bearers Will be
George 1.angstaff George C. \Val-
leer, Joseph 1.. Friedman, Oscar L.
Greiteny, Charles F. Rieke, and John
B. Hobson, latter of Hopkinsvilk.
The honorary pall bearers are Messrs.
D. A. Yeiser, Louis M. Rieke, Sr.,
Charles Rend, James Campbell, Sr.,
John W. Keiles and W. Stewart
rDick.
Rei.oce Bagby is now preparing to
take up the question of issuing an
order, directing Trustee A. E. Boyd
of the E. Rehkopf bankruptcy case,
to sell the property valued by the
apirnieere. Mr. Bagby says he can
do nothing further towards examin-
ing the bankrupt until Mr. Rehkopf
recovers from his present attack of ,
illness. He was better last night. I
In the report of the appraisement of
the Rehkopf estate this paper said
he held a iudement aireinst the Starks-
Ullman Saddlery comnany, when it
should have said a claim for $zeo




Prevents and Cures Chap-
Cream
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-








Mr. James Fendley died yesterday
afternoon at 1 o'clock of erysipelas
in his private ward a Riverside hos-
pital where he had been confined
shice February 3. Ills remains will
today be taken to (his home in the
Panhandle Livingston county, for
burial.
The deceased was thirty-two years
of age and born in that portion of
Livingston county. Several weeks ago
he came here to visit hie step-brother
Mr. George Smith, the pilot of the
- learner Kentucky, who resides at
1735 South Sixth street, and While 3
guest of that household was taken
ill with erysipelas ohich produced
death.
lie was eingle a farmer by occupa-
eon, and beliden his relatives here
keies too sister.; in Livingston,
county.
For Sale only at
DRUG STORE
andreturned from visiting in Smithland.
*has retrrned home after visiting Mrs DECIDE TONIGHT DATE OF




FLOSSIE DOYI E ACCUSES HIM
OF CARVING CONCEALED
WEAPON.
"Butch" Selby "Brokr Jail" But Was
Given a Helping Hand by the
Police Officers.
Fraiik Just. the barber of North
Fourth street. was arreeted yesterday
by Officers Johnson and Crose, on
the charge of carrying concealed a
deadly weapon, which he flourished.
The charge was lodged by Flossie
Doyle. s svorran residing at Thirtenth
and Clay street. She claims he came
to her home Thursday night and
raised a ratlect.
Goodman Gone Home.
J. H. Goodman. the Cuba Landing
farmer who chares Will Mar-
tin with robbing him, has returned
to his home in Tennessee. Martin was:
held to the grand jury on charge of
getting Gorxlman's S3oo, two pistols. I
"Butch" Selby hie gone, and is thel
and St25 gold watch.
"Butch" Has Gone.
CITY DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
THE CITY DEMOCRATIC COM %UTTER. HOLDS MEETINGTHIS EVENING AT 7:30 O'CLOCK AT THE CITY HALL—MANY PROSPECT IVES APPEARING IN THE FORM OF DE-TERMINED CANDIDATES FOR DIFFERENT OFFICES—EVF.RY MUNICIPAL POSITION TO BE FILLED EXCEPTCITY POLICE JUDGE—REPUBLICANS OF KENTUCKYHOLD STATE CONVENTION AT LOUISVILLE JUNE :6—GOVERNOR'S PRIVATE SECRETARY HERE.
f he cvity democratic committee
has been called to meet this evening
at 7:30 o'clock at the city hall, tor
earpose of selecting the time for the
primary to be held this summer so
party candidates can be chosen for
the municipal offices nhat are to be
Idled by the people next November
miming those who take their seats
the first of next year. Some of the
committeemen favor an early primary
while others favor one to occur at a
late date some time next fall, and
this evening all w`ill be given an op-
portunity to express themselves, and
the exact date chosen. With this
feature settled, the candidates will
begin coming out in droves and things
will start to enlivening up.
The chairman requests that every
member be present tonight so all can
voice their sentiments in choosing
the date.
Thie fall there is to he elected a
mayor, city treasurer, city assessor,
city clerk, city engineer, city jailer,
six councilmen, five aldermen, andfirst escaped criminal who was seven
assistance to get his liberty by the
officers. but he did not kow it.
"Retch" is the "King of Hoboes" who
was run out of town several weeks
30 }iv Tiadee Crosse but he could not
remain away longer than one day.
dricted back in. and the judge gave
him fifty days in jail. Every nieht
o• two ince ther. the jailer has left
the door to the hallway open and
+hen net "Butch" out in the hall, in
hopes he would "escape" and keen
out of town. Selby served abont ten
days of his time, and then finding
the door unlocked late one night,
thought he would "'break jail'', and
slipped out. That was what all
wanted, and he is now miles away
from here, as the Mayfield natter
says he passed through there "hiking
it.55 Everything else in the jail *as
kept securely locked.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
It's better to be fresh than Oslo
but don't get too fresh.
All men may be Ikon coal. but
they don't all die that way.
Deeds speak !wider than words in
real estate transaction. -•Most men live o life of going to do
and die with nothing done.
Don't be too herd on the poor poet
He iv not reeponsible for his birth.
•
eight school trustees. Ordinarily on- i
ly four aldermen would be chosen, I
but as John Little, who was elected
for a two years' term beginning last
janeary, resigned, and the mayor
could appoint Frank Smith to fill the
vacancy oily until next November,
the people at this latter date have to
select the alderman to fill out the
remaining fourteen months of Little's
twenty-four months term. Smith's
successor, and those of the loin re-
publican aldermen, Chamblin, Hank,
Palmer arid Hubbard will be named..
Ordinarily only six school trustees
would have been named next Novem-
ber, but in addition to the successors
to be chosen for the half dozen whose
testes expire, two nioei will have to
be named to fill out the remainder
of the two years' term for which
Dow Watson and eorge Moore were
selected. to begin last January, but
v•bich two refused to qualify and sit
in the body.
Many people who want to run for
eftice, and have been -fealing around"'
for several months, will announce
theit decisions after there is selected
the date for the primary, hosts of
pew pcctive cand:dates waiting for
this to be determined before express-
ing definitely their intentions
Mayoralty Race.
Colonel A. J. Decker has told many
friends that he intended announcing
fur mayor, while Mr. Charles Reed
is preparing to come out also, while
it is believed that before the books
are closed Edawrd D. Hannan and
Dick Davis wall both be in the con-
test. Lucien Durrett has been men-
tioned, but says he is not a candi-
date.
New Man Out,
Colonel Dick Sutherland, the police
znd fire commiss'ioncr, who is one of
the valued attaches of the Illinois
Central railroad shops will be a can-
didate for city asseesors while the in-
ctorbent, Stewart Mck is coming out
again.
Governor's Private Secretary.
Colonel Edward 0. Leigh, private
secietary to Governor Beckham, ar-
toed here last evening from Frank-
fort, and will be in the city for sev-
eral days.
Republican Party. 1
The state central cnmrifittee for
No Word From Rolatiwas.
As yet Undertaker Guy Nance has
..ot heard from the relative of Kelly
cribSublette, whose body ii still at the
prelertaking parlors en South Third.
I1,. mother lives' Morgantown,1
. and word ?tom her is expected
• to what she desires done with the
oopse. He died at the railroad ho,-
'al Thursday night. .
SNOW RUINS GOWNS
AT BACHELORS' BALL.
"Feature- of Philadelphia Society
Event Costs $30,,000.•
Philadelphia. Penis. Feb. le —The
Bachelors' hall the most exclsive and
friskiest function of Philadelphia so-
ciety. was held last night, and at its
-Tose the "feature of the evening" rio
1 ;ned $30.000 worth ofsgownis.It was a miniature snow storm.
'coming with absolute darkness, thatwreaked havoc. It was ,a surprise,but not exactly the kind of a one that
the buds and younger matrons of
Philadelphia society appreciated.
It must first be stated in expiana-
tion that the Bachelors' bail is even
more exclusive than the famous As-
sembly of Philadelphia. It comes on
the eve of Lent and is always accom-
eanied by surprises.
Last. year it consisted of a wonder-
ful wind storm. The climax of the
„nifair tonight, howevei, was more re-
niarkable.
The lights in the ball room Were
suddenle e• •ieguisissei and the danc-
ers found : remseive• iii the heart of
a fierce sr v .,torn:—:tit the dance
went merfily on.
It became darker and then sudden-
ly the paper snow turned to real,
cold, actual snowballs aroond which
coeld be wound no romance. For
five minutes the dancers were pelted
oith these and then ettdden7y the
lights went up and the surprise. was
over.
It was estimated that from $30,000
to $5o,000 worth of costumes were
ruined by the 'snowballs.
Don't cat your meats quickly; this
causes indigestion ond a red nose.
the republican party of Kentucky has
e.ee'ded that June 22 the republicans
in every county in the commonwealth
will hold county mass conventions,
to select and instruct delegates who
will be sent to the state convention
June 26 at Louisville, at which time
party candidates will be selected for
all the state offices, from governor
down
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LOST—Gold watch and fob, with
monogram of "S. .B. L." cngraveit
on both. Liberal reward if returner
to Mr. Herman Friedman 01,615 Jet-
ferson street.
WANTED—A young lady that he •
had some experience in bookkeeping
Address lock box S. S.
oio • -
Will build to suit tent:Haut South
West corner Kentucky ave and
Fourth street. 1Lost promising re-
tail corner in Paducah.
Geo. C. Hughes, Old, Phone 1865.
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock ants
show cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. l'uo 'phones.
--
ECM RENT—New br:ele house
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHlrrEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant fiats, Se*
Broadway. Apply to B. :i
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 awl 35; citizen. of United
States, of good character and tern -
aerate habits. who can speak, read
And write English. For information
imety to Recruiting Officer. Nev.
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
WTI post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
iob Terms rea.,onable.
JOHN D SMITH; JR., 1/8 Fra
,ernity






Famcus White Dove Flour, per
sack '70..
Fancy Patent Flour, per sack
Half Patent Flour per sack  55c
pkgs. Macaroni for  ISC
a pkgs. Raisins for I5C
2 pkgs. White Line Wash Pow-
der for  Sc
Country Meal, per peck .  
3 cans Golden Glow Beans 25C
3 lbs. Cooking Figs for 35C
Lemons, per dozen   zsic
3 lbs. Prunes for 25c
2 cans Little Fellow Peas for  25c
3 cans Standard Corn for 35C
15 bars Torn Boy Soap for  
h 25C
6 bars White Floating Soap for ..25c
Fancy Bananas, per dozen
lb Baker's Chocolate for .35e
; lb Sweet Chocolate .. .25C
a bars Fuller's Soap for . . . sc
Leon Pie Plant, per can . roc
Lotes Squash, per can _me
3 bottles Catsup for 25C
Table Peaches, per can I5C
Layer Figs, per lb IOC
3 pkgs. Standard Soot Destroyer 25c
.On February 28th J. M. Englert
will offer for sale his farm, ten miles
out on Contest road, also all farming
implements.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cementil
"'I& KING OF10EMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM









3ust sample any other Per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there ts a great dfference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store pees
fumes. We Imow how to show
you peTfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated same














Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by












iithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and nen everything
• 111-oro Court Street . 01C1 nom
21IA.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC
TION. •
1 NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS CHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA -
i306 8'Vn7. Day and Night
• -analogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
11.44
Siva for the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & retue
report front Sir Alexander Swetten-
ham. Not a word is said about the
aid rendered by the United States,
thouga the other countries are duly
thanked.
So entirely different in this official
report and also that correspondence
on the incident from the telegraphic
"diplomatic" reports sent to this
country, that the entire report is pub-
lished herewith:
"The following telegram front the
gavernor of Jamaica to the Earl of
Elgin was received at the colonial
office yesterday:
"'Extent of calamity: Almost every
house in Kingston and Port Royal
and many in St. Andrews seriously
injured; Kingston practically to be re-
built.
'"Five hundred and thirty bodies
buried up to date, besides some un-
distingtrishable remains burned; more.
perhaps one or two 'hundred, must
astait len:oval of extensive ruins dur-
ing next twelve months.
-Niue) thoroughfares almost cleared
and tramcars running. Majority of
population living in their outhouses,
or less injured rooms of house. Those
quite homeless number over 3,000,
and are in temporary shelters in gar-
dens, public places, and the race-
course, fed by a relief committee and
private benevolence. Number dimin-
ishing owing to employment being
plentiful at good usages. Numbers
haet left by train, steamer, 560 given
free passages by railway.
"'Westher e'lli fine, with slight
shock. ti earthquake.
"'The good conduct of the refugees
is conspicuous. Number of sufferer*
in geoeral hospital ag8., at Spanish
Toe n 41. in private hospitals ao, be-
sides eery elates treated in their own
temporary locations or sheltering
with friends.
LONDON PAil.h. 0 i‘. PORT 
•
' SOME CURIOS 
•
4
OF 11ThAINGSLill Arr.--..iti ; .AND ODD/TIES. •
**************************
, "I wore a woolen mask when I
caught that fish," said the angler,
The Register is in receipt of the in a. -mar Adttnral Davis reported as peinting to a mounted specimen above
Londan, England, Daily Telegraph.
i 
aollows: the sideboard, "and the thermometer
iaaling :o the importunities registered 12 degrees below zero atofIn this issue (Jon. 25,) appears a
the colonial secretary and the police the. time. It was on Lake Michigan.
'On the lakes the summer fishinginspec or, %%Ito spoke for the goy-
will aggregate 130.000,000 pounds aernor, I have landed fifty men under
arms front the Indiana." ; season. There's winter fishing, too,
"On the same day the following when men in wind masks sit over lit-
letter was delivered to Rear Admiral tie holes in the thick ice and at a
anlsrDevis from the governor of the temperature watch their tieuns.
island: They don't clads, much. hut what
they do catch they get a or 8 cents a"'I beg to thank your excellency
for the kind assistance which you 'sound for and thus it is nossible for
sasee -inter fishermen to earn his arendered to the government of •his
colony." eay. I'd earned $17 the day 1
"In the opinion of the officials of week out if T had sold my fish.
lthe navy department this correspond "The little carp over the mante 
ence entirely relieves Rear Admiral • Is caught with a mirror. My line
had a mirror behind the bait. WhenDavis of any criticism, for his action
in landing naval forces.-Reuter." a t.sh approached his own reflection
imade him think that another fish was
Service Pension I shout to snatch the bait from hintBill.
The new service pension law, and he bit greedily. That is the phil-in
which all old soldiers are interested, osophy of the mirror method of an-
in full is as follows: .sling and undoubtedly with a mirror
An Act Granting pensions to certain ynu can catch twice as many fish as










t a'z'n71.e. Bat the niethod is notwho served in the civil war and thc
war with Mexico. The fine trout above the hole in
Be it enacted by the senate and 'he carpet I caught with a hammer.
house of representatives of the United 
reereis way. The Georgians fish
What) Yes, a hamtner. That is the
States of America in congress assent-
- ;bled, That any person who served with hammers. They wade up and
'nety days or more in the military or down a stream and whack with a
naval service of the United State' 'tout sledge every big stone they pasts1
during the late civil war or sixty days I Th.ndenastheliyketurnas
in the war with Mexico, and who 'has
s
een honorably discharged therefrom. :Iinderneath."
ed who has reached Me age of sixty-
•icato years or over, shall, upon making
-stool of such facts according.to such
-Ides and regulations an the secretary
a„01 tnhethir; pt•terior may provide, be placed.
anion roll, and be entitled
- •ereiye a pension as follows: In
ease such person has reached the age
of 6.2 years. $12 per month; 70 years,
$15 per month: 75 years or over, hats
a' :tell pension shall
commence form the date (if the sling
of the application in the bureau of
pensions after the passage and 2D-
over the stone and
not a stunned trout
"I reed with interest." said the re-
porter, "Henry James novel, 'The
%Via,: of the Dove.' but there was
one phrase in it that haunted me.
The tailrace was: 'Ile renewed his
consumption.'
"The hero of the novel sat on a
rainy afternoon in a cafe in Venice
for three hours and it nes during that
nrotracted sitting that his consump•
*ion was renewed. What did this
meal.? Was it Mr. James' intricate
way of saying that the young man




a at a din -
arrived with stores and relief front n Now my doubts are at rest. I metensioners who are 6.r years of age or ,
Trinidad asst. His majesty's ship serer. and who arc n Mr Jana.. ow receiving pen-
Brilliant arrived with stores from Ba- ;oils under existing laws, or whose
llamas 22d. Ilaytian government -halms are pending in the bureau oi
.avisa.. with Vice-Admiral Lc Bou, at- -sensions in such form as he may'pre-
rived 2...t.7 with adores and relief froM •eribc. receive the benefits of this act:
Part an Prince. French cruiser Klebes and nathing herein contained shall
with Admiral Thierre. arrived 22'1..11.v/eta any pensioner or person en-
with stores and relief from Marti- •itled to a pension form prosecuting
Maim. Steamship Advance. from Pan Eis chrism and receieing a pension un-
alai, with store• and a deputation. ler any other general or special act.
irrived aid. Provided. That sum person shall re-
-We:cited subscriptions ior relief, tette a pension under any other law
local. NI pounds; from abroad. %tut at the same time or for the same
pounds, promised from Panama. S.- vriod that he is'reeeiring a pension
las te,iiiids. promised irons British ..vider the provisions of thi• ace Pros
Guiana. .tteci pounds; St Kitts. 200 vided. further. That no twrsami who
',elands: Trinidad, store included. is now receiving or shall hereafter
1.500 pounds. lord mayor's fund, le.- secciee a greater pension under any
(moo pounds. besides many consign- "her veneral or special law that in
menus of stores and tents. Relief would be entitled to receive under the
costs alit!~ too pound( a day. The provisions herein shall be pensionable
orphins. cripples, aged and helpless nastier this act.
will be a permanent charge.' FICC:1•dn a. That rank in the service
"Sir Alexander Swettertham has fur- i 'ball not be Considered in application
flier telegraphed to Lord Ligin, ask- 5le4 hereunder.
ing that the thanks. sat the Jamaica! Section 1. That aq pces'am Man r
government may be coneeyed tam the ney, claim agent. or other persee
gosermr.ents of Frances Denmark and . shall be tinkled to recciie any corn-
Hayti. for thy assistance rendered to 'sensation for sa.re•ices rendered in
the colony by the authorities of Mar- nreeenting any claim tam the bureau of
tinique. St. Thomas and Hayti respect . or securing any penalmi.
ively, and te the government of licil-; under this act.
land fur the offer of assistanee.made I Approved, February 6, 1907.
by the authorities of Curacar.. He
ha" al... requested that the thanks of ; 
Why Horses Shy.the Jamaica government may be COfl 
Th hewer shied at a piece of whiteveyed me the president ail the French
iepttblic for his message of sympathye paper, and the rider tumbled off tints
the mad..
It is a trip of pleasure, coaled)
and rest; good service, good WA
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ear*
Wednesdey and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jae





Old Phone 40 Red.
IPADUCAAI,
with the colenv in' the dis'aster ahich
has befallen i'."
"The following telegraphic corre-
epondenee be terra' has majesty's
cheirge daffaires at Washington and
Sir E. Grey has been cimmtimicated
to at publication:
' Ilnward to Sir Falward Grey.-
ReCeiVcd Jan. 24. 7:30 a. m.)
-Wa-hingtoti. Jan. 23. 1907.
" 'Foliraeing, dated a.ad Jaiitiary. re-
ceited from assistant .secretary of
state eith reference tam Jamnica inci-
dent -
"'I hasten. ta assitre you. on behalf
tal prasident. that this government
will 1):.3- no liked to the matter, and
very much appreciates the frank and
ready courtesy and consideration
show. in this despatch by Sir E.
•
-It is well for the 'world." said an
autemobiliat. smiling. "that it is ceas-
ing tat use the borer for a servant.
Tha hi' ree is a half-blind giant with
•hit mind a a baby. Nam wonder.
then, that when we trust few live;
in his keeping he is apt to go hack
on US.
"flis main trouble is his eyes. So
Poo: is the horse's sight that he mis-
takes a bank of snow for a fierce
4-1nle beast. A mud-puddle at 11i3
fit.1 is a yawning chasm. A shadow
flung across his paths is a black ter-
r r seeking his Me. •
"hence' time weak-minded, near-
s'aahted. powerful horse. Roca through
beside himself with fear. He is
no more to be trusted than a maniac.
Grey. i amb Vka: a maniac. he sees a monstd
" can only repeat t you in this h assaasmg him ;11 „yes:). corner. yea,
more •formal way what I said to you we get an iui back. leola that we
personally. assuring you of the presi- •
dent's oppreciati‘an a af the cordial
spirit :1101%11 by y-our government. It
is especially gratifying tam president
fcci that it has been posailde for
this cauntry to show in a practical
way. however small, its friendship to
. Y of yt tir I
of suelt suffering and Heed.'"
'Sir Edward res .
, "Foreign Office. )an. .4. 1907. I
"'Your telegram of yesterday.
"'Please express to assistant secrcs!
tars- af state my thanks for message. 1
The friendly attitude of the president !
and American goeernmem is warmly I
appreciate., bs 1iis Teak-as', sae-ern-I
'ler and I asked him what 'He re-
newed his consumption' signified. Mr.
James said it aignitieal that he artiert
atanoth. r
'The novelist explained that in Et
rope a drink is called a t oit•anit110
Ile translated consummation
into censumption. And thus he
evolved the sentence that must have
puzzled. I am 'Ore. every mitraeeled
admirer of the tithe-ate Ileitty James'
att."
--
Sac ages :weer stutter.
Rich Spanish girls are taught tii
ing. •
Egya; meets 7sio tains of cigarettes
3 .• ca.
Paris eats annually- 90.mo intends of
s nails.
The nomad tribes of the Samara cat
camel %Ital.
Pin re. sometimes rewnte. a play
mary as tuella- times.
Half a raillioa Britons can r speak
Enghsh. They speak Welsh.
Whistling in the street. of Dm alas
Ayres is prohibited by law.
Abolition of Grand Jurors.
I Chicag.. ronicic.)
is:onsin has got along eery well
taw 'Ilk:as-five year. under a system
which has minimized the grand jury
presentment and made criminal pro-
cedure as a general thing a matter of
information filed by the district at-
torney,
It is possible that the results would
have been still better if the grand
jury had been abolished altogether as
Representative McGoarty proposes to
do by his bill which will be taken up
by the house committee oar judiciary
at Springfield today. Wiseernsin's ex-
perience indicates that the grand jury
system has no remaining eietues at all
It is cumbrous and unwieldy as eeell
as stupid and impertinent.
It WaS discovered in Wisconsin. as
it has been discovered here, that the
grand jury registers the decrees of
the .listrict attorney. ?t is a fifth
wheel in the judicial machinery.
We haves also found end in Illinois
that a grand jury. momentarily eman-
cipated from the guidance of the dis-
trict attorney is capable of atrocious
injustice and amazing impudence. The
"recommendations" of some grand
juries are as astonishing as sotne of
then presntillentg are unjust and
Vatidalous.
In an earlier stage of English' civili-
zation and jurispendence it is proba-
ble. that the grand jury served a useful
purpose. It was a bulwark against
baronial and royal oppression in the
courts and a sort of auditing commit-
tee that kept an eye upon the affairs
of the county.
These reasons for its existence
have long ago disappeared. The grand
jury of today is an archaic survival, a
supertluity when it is not a menace to
the citizen. s
Mr. McGoorty's bill Provides for
prosecution by information, which is
far anore desirable than procedure on
indictment. There will be injustice 
under the information syste`ne but it
may be set down ea certain that one
man, the district attorney, will not
:
iscrpetuate. es many . injustices as
eatione • which paseed betw hife as toy rule of conduct towardeeti Rear
mete rhos creating an influence for 
twenty-thrie men acting in secret amid
On au., 180 good. This ie ms• ilea of making "lits "(I an"verable for 
the.
-4"4"" 111:11;ho ..
KENTI':K1 Nrintiral navis and the .11ritish cc-




"The ima V departmeat has issued. a
statement to the effect that Atr. Met-
calf. secretary of the navy. asked
Rear Admiral Evans to tranarrit the
text of the letters and other communi-
A Life Worth Living.
t \Vac:dell, in The Nurse.)
To be happy. hopeful. bnOy Rd,
kind, loving from the very depths a
my heart; considerate and thoughtful
regarding the peculiarities and eccena
tricities of lannan nature; adjusting
myself to each so as to produce hare
mony .tid not friction: to be Imre in
words.. thought and deed; broatl-
Initiate-at and liberal. not given to petty
denunciation of toy fellows; moderate
iii metliods of life: never adding a
burden or 'or-raw where a little fore-
thought would give pleasure: nut
hasty h. speech or action; sincere,
candid and truthful in every detail;
conscientious in the execution of
every tiuty; composed. unpretentious
and 'simple. liccping dose to nature's
heart and always relying upon Hine
I most earnestly strive to serve, keep-
ing ever 'be-G.re-nit That exemplary
• •
(Aron Direct( ry Ciiidfly
Oi- loisVille, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow patrons and the citiaena o Poducek,have placed copies et she directories u I the cities named Wow a dos nomlug Register office et 523 Breathy. y, what the pubis( Is invisid se dallhe, desiring the address of any resident of the caws it
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ormiturni OF THE POPULATION OF THE
STATICS.
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TR. e. litettnas B. Gregory. in CH
(ago Examiner I
For a sir'-at-class psycheiengical lour
ale history furnishes but few snore
suitable characters than that of Jo
eeph Brant, or, as tile loclian name
went.. Thayenclanegea
'flits remarkable man, 'Me greatest
Indi.sti, perhaps, of whom we have
any knowledge.- in the optuion rtI
loske. was a full-blooded Mohawk.
1...-ri in $740, of a lung ii,. of illus.
tr'10.1- chiefs, himself a Aar thief ni
the iii e.t stalwart type
%to-acre-el by his tinionat brioloness,
the. celebrated Sir W Johns .11
took a great liking to the young
brace, and gave hint a good English
education. In his adopted languag
Thayendangea becami. tante proficient
speaking and writing it with "elegance
anal farce." awl, in addition to what
'he learned at %clew)] he acquired a
pretty thorsaugh knowledge of Eng-
lish history anal literatitre. saa that,
upon sisiting England, he was able
to coneerse intelligently with such
MCIT Bunke and Sheridan.
Unlike many of hie race, Tilayen-
danestca heartily embraced the chris-
tian religion, enttriirg the Episcopal
church, and later became a mission-
ary among the Mohawk'. translating
into their language the prayerlxsnic
and parts of the New Testament.
And yet when the time came for it,
the educated. reline-TI. christianized red*
man grasped the tomahawk, stuck his
scalping knife into his belt. sounded
the warms-hoop aud plunged into the
fray %skit an avidity that innsl hawe
put his, leather- brava. ea. deepest
shame. ,
%cos • war I ii.dyrn
.i.otegea "accepted tu situatis.,ui' likea s. wsirble man. anit 4411 what he cosi&
keep the peat. 111.1f haul brew
sworn to,
airs g. foal% elseek at theage if Sixty-tics', •n the year 1810/.and In Mt' the citizens of Brantford,
t:anarda, wishing to perpetuate the
fircar Indian.: name, ereeted to his
memo .s a beautiful etionumeles.
Ccming Supremacy el the Wow
(Chaste., (:lark. in Senday Magazine.)
It the population of the Misamsaippi
valley increases as rapid', *Me toes-
pare,1 with tie population of the rest
of the country from 11)00 in 1910 asit did from ifleto to 1900 the valley
states could, it voting solidly, elect •
president and house it repreeentutives
iii iT)12 Tht s c..iifil tt., it ea•oly is5954 and for all tuner thereafter. Tfie
senate will be the only possible oh
et.acle to their complete supremacy
and eventually the senate must on
cc cry important question yield 'to the
public sentiment voiced by the- hump
U! representatives fresh from the pens
pie, just as the British fiouse of lords
yields to the Ilriarslt house of
tires's. 
.•
The daintks of the great and the
tear/. of the poor -Horace.
• Advantage is a- better soldier theft
eashitess.--Shake speare
If, as a federal genera! .'mice ex-
claimed. "War is hell," then the- bat-
tle of Oriskany, fought between the
ritish and Americans August 6, 1777,
was anything but t pleasant- affair.
One d the deadbeat and nuish in-
fereal ad all recorded tights between
man atsal iiyim .W:IA Oriskany, and on
that terrible day- the leadinee spirit
amone the Mollae-k allies of England
wass Theyendanegea!
The MAII who had gone throtsgh the
English schoole and in the mother
land dined and talked with Bakke and
Sheridan, who had professed the
eleristiar. religion and became a inis-
sioraey and a translator of the prayer
book, rcveried to original savagery,
and in the midst of the carnage
laughed with the old-time glee!
lttit, after all, Thayendanegea's
'teas Nuntctiting more than
"skin deep," for it is said that in war
he was as litmeane as it was possible
to he, many times' losing lit great
itiffuessep to shield from torture those
who had fallen captive lei •Isis
saaaCCS. _ _ 4
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Etats, of These Valuable Adjunct,
to Looconotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Ean-
ufaetase.
"Gle yes, indeed, they come pretty
said the artificial leg maker. "It
le • beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
Bey there isn't another one in Philadel-
phia like IS, on or off, and it's a.s light
as a feather, too."
With these words. says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artincial limbs
Stearislied a leg in the air. He was fie
and smiling, and he spoke with an indite
tiagulahable foreign accent, and every
sate in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm.
'They all come to Philadelphia foe
them, too." be continued. "We've me
tomes from all over Europe. Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg mailersIn die city-at least they call Menthols's,
such, but some of them are not lea cask
ere at all; they're harness makers."
The august PlilLatielphia leg maker,
purveyor to kings, queens and gevers
meat oaciala, took a little time to show
the specimens around the room. 71110
were fat sad thin, lose and abort Wu*
fal sad otherwise. Some of them were
huddled I. cornors, socemielatlail theduet of ages; others bung air& as meas.
as Rat sad airy that they were wafted
to ihaa fro Is the bruise.
"Tea isee," tostlausd the leg asabse.
'we know bow to do things sow. We've
got the secret all right First they shop
dews the willow tree; thes we cut set
the tap. It takes a heap of fexible
leather to put the tendons la the right
plane. See that spring is the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
if you saw one on a man you Meld
aot tell the difference. Than 'the
*bole thing is covered over with fine
pink enamel. Looks natural enough.
don't it?' At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds. es
tend. He looked smilingly complete.
sat as be liglited a cigarette and shoob
hands with the leg maker.
'Van you rush an order for mu
double quick?" be asked. "I've come
through a tough fight," he went on.
''You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman ear
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the One I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make soother set for rue amble
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
'Do you know who he kr que*
timed he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, be
Is the eon of one of the richest women
In the United Stalest He lost his leg
through disease, and be always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most pee
pie to cart their lees around in, but
he's got One loather cases with his
same engraved upon them.
'Do oistly of them go In on such a
wholesale plan?' was queried of the
leg maker.
-flespe of them," he replied. Loos
featly. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man In this city who belongs to a
oleo club and they tell me he's the best
dagger of Irish jigs In the town. He
Was a good dancer before he lost his
beg, and he's all right yet. No; we
have no lady attendants. We ought
to here, thoigh. What's the reason?
Ob. bemuse there is not one women
In Philadelphia that I can find who
knows the teade. Pity. too, because
there's money in It. A gold leg maker
ought to make at least $2.1 per week.
4Thete ore six or seven men In
lie life, well knows, who wear ar.le
Soial limbs. None but their intimate
friends and families know it, however.
One young lady In Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It Is easy to
waitr with one after you learn how to
use thorn.
"Oh, yce, artificial leg making is the
tblug for me," concluded the leg melt-
er. "I started out as a fine carpon.er,
dolts up banks and public hut:dings,
and one day I went into a place in No-,
York to order an artificial limh tot a
Mead In distress. The. maker Ira% t
doctor, strange to ray. He sized nie
up and I shed him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for hlm. They can't steal our patents,
either, clr it's ifs hara to ma ire an ar-
tificial lonb without years of learning
is It would he for 'erne tinhern maim
to produce a Stradivarius."
The Emir's Capital.
• el It is reported .that the emir of At.
ghanietan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way In which
the breeent emir ane his Immediate
predecessor have Leen manufacturing
guns and machinery the Country
around Kabul as.s been denuded to such
4 an extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the emir le reduced by the want of
wood that It is imperatire that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
prObably he found in the wooded slopes
af the mountaias farther north.
0 f
Some Other Rascal.
-Weil, Jones, did you get the sp.
pointruent?"
"No, sir; they appointed some °then
reseal In my place."-Tit-Bits.
A Dettnteion,
*bat Is expertencer
"Fetperience, ray sou, Is the oone
pound extract of the) Malt of butting
la.".-TCrwit
13 A GRAND OLD RULER.
!ahem Prima Josef, Emperor of Ayr
trio and Xing of Hun-
Quite apart fl Lea the foolish prides
lavished upon monarchs for Uteir
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples spesslOns
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to
gether the warring tvalorui within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re
spect and reverence, and whoever hae
occasion to approach this -Grand Cl
Man" among the monarchs of tin
world is filled with enthusiasm for hit
charm of manner, his democratic ap
proschableness, his amazing frank
oess and his sterling sense of justice
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
tea bones a day and more at state and
military affairs. often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought Is
him at the desk In his study. Frans
Joliet to-day remains the same ear13
riser be was in the days of his youth
and summer and winter rises from his
tittle iron bedstead at the early bout
of half-past tour. His toilet-bath
lag, *Davies and dressing-aevee
takes him longer than half an hour
and as the emperor does not care for
dvilian dress, be usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his owe
regirneota On his frequent shooUnp
expeditions, however. be wears tb.
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; Lad it
his study be appears In • short mill
tary cloak, with a peakless soldier's
mp.
Every act of this remarkable ol
man's life Is conducted with militar
precision. On the very stroke of tiv,
his breakfast-a cup of coffee sou].
-old meat, and rolls-te brought him
'fore sie he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one ti
think this was a cozy sitthig-room
with Its dainty pictures, framed photo
graphs and (-barn log furniture: Du
the big writing table in the window
the bookshelves and (be litter re
newspaper cuttings on tables, chain
and floor reveal the roce...i s true pur
pose.
Julia above the emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of his late con
sort. Empress Elizabeth, who w
e:atami to the heart with a tile by s
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
'ears ago. Alas! this le but one of ths
many dark tragedies that have over
shadowed the unfortunate house o:
Hapsburg. In this study the erupervi
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and mints-
tails' reports are read to him: and se
carefully does he go through this worb
that he frequently pounces upon con
tradictions between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those who have
*Patted the bill
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
!neighborly Borrowing Has Ii.
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks, who lived on the thire
floor, had quarreled with the Dashes
who lived on the second. The un
fortunate affair Ilse apparently elides
with the return if numerous household
art!cles which the thrifty Mrs neat
bad borroweil from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list. however
Mil not include a French drip coffee
pot and • silk umbrella, and Mr.. Plant
sowed she would not lower herself tc
ask even for her own property, relates
the New York World.
Blank, being a man's man, kept out of
the quarrel. but Daah being more or less
henpecked, was drawn into it by hie
wife.
'I he other night Blank came home tc
find his wife in tears.
'Wh-what do you think. James'.
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
.0 day."
'Oh. well, what do you care? He
Urn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way be did
it," sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can bear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.'
el had to stop anespeak to the janitor
so Mr. aosh and I came face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me--w it h my
own daughter's umbrella over hie head
Honest-his nerve-"
And her woes were expressel in a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
An old comrade of Private Daleelre
In Washington rountv, 0., sent for him
to try a case in MO. The cave was tried
In a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an adverse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and eeven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Daizell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a town on the spot and call it
Dalzell, and it his been done-one of
the handsomest little villarres in Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," 641,1 Miss De
Mute, "I don't care te meet any new
young men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss Caddie:-
"you're select all of a sudden."
irego," replied Miss De Num olase-
big dreamily at her new ring; "I've
merely been selected all at a soildellim
ailDeaTer
Rushed Him Out,
Ky father says ass teeis as spry as
whoa he west to college." remaikesi
the pretty girl.
-Don't doubt it," replied her suites
"He impressed in. that be was still a
college student last night."
-You don't say! in what way, Hai-
ry ?"
"Why, he gave me a cane rush.
Cocago News.
From Bed to Worse.
"Mike, satu etoutAug s'ete. as be
09 bed Into a trelata car, -I in glad de
government does. t own is railroads.
-Why?"
'Because when we taxes a tree rote
sow de worst dat happeue Ls to be pet
off. But it de government was mania
is lines we d oe arrested ter grew'
sur.,"-Wubington Star.
At the Employment Office.
"Do you see the tali cook to the bits,
gingham apron? Well. ten housewives
have tried her In the last tea days ane
she has left them all-
-Gracious! Her name must be 'Se.
met.'"
"Why so?'
-Bemuse no woman can seep ber."-
Chicago Daily News.
Sure Ours.
"Did you see my picture in this
saorning's piper?" said the public
'No.' said the wit, attrushiag with
laughter. "What were yoe cared Q(9
Ha, hal-
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture,'
soswered the other asdly.-Clevelase
lAader.
• Joke with • Diagnose
'You're an angel, declared the
retIlbg
"Do you mean to tall me that I'm
siumu I ?" haughtily inquired the
girt-
N 11.-New York preachers have de-
cided that all angels are of the male.
.ea- -Chicago Suft-
Seclusion Necessary.
Ere w did you MAD
age to keep that secret • whole we
dear/
Mrs. KO:Ines-It wasn't bard I son
ply stayed away from the Brownie
elub, and when casters come I een
word that I sten t at tn.uie.-Cles,
land Leader
Has Good Advice.
"Yea. mutter, i told him I was ths
hest speller in osse emee at eebooL-
-And did be glee you the Job"
"1 'o muter. ne gave me some words
to spell, and I cuuldn t spell them Asc
then he said s'd better go to @causal to
soother span." - Cleveland Ptioa
Lkaler.
In the Art Gallery.
Lovely steeping Dympn. isn't itr
Y
"Do you notice the clamour the are
ist has thrown over it?"
"No. I don t. But If It was mine 1
would throw a huroi blanket over IL-
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet.
Rownder-Blome the luck. anyhowl
L.usber-What s the matter?
Rownder-Aw, my wife always stays
up for me. waen I'm out late at night.
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine comas
after me.-Cleveland Leader.
The Humor of It.
"Do you see anything funny about
Tighprite's latest comedy?'
"Yes." answered the cynical manager
"It seems funny to me that he shout,
Save imagined it was funny."-Waaa
Ington Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For bookw my clerk Ras little tet
Bet though she is not y's.
She makes rite watch my ris and e's
When looking in her I's
-P'bliadtsiphls Press
NA TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
-Philadelphia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
'TM saddest when I sing.- she/Kneeled,
Mid her hearers: -}fully gee!
She ain't the on;y pebble
On the betch, for so are we."
-Houston Post.
A Lucky Circumstance,
First Insurance Financier tatter tee
Ufying, nervously)--How del I acquit
myself?
Second Insurance Financier (fierce
Li) -There was no jury!-Puck.
Victim of an Imposition.
Sharpson-You seem disappointed
With that new society novel.
Platz-Disappointed? I'm diebusted
It'll a. fraud. It isn't even objection
abie!-Chicago Tribune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-Mother says she wants
to be cremated.
Mr. Young-All right-I'll attend La
It at once. Call her, will you?.-Clerte
land Leader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The first husband eloped with her,"
said Miss Cayenne.
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with them."-Washing
ton Star.
Hind to the Limit.
'Was he kind to his family?'
"I should say he was. He Couldn't




Such important problems as the Pin-
atas. must question, the tiltUre sit nue-
▪ treooteu mastitis and the like were
more 1mb/smilers to the -I birty Club."
It IS Indeed a misfortune that, President
Roosevelt nevcr heard ot tne "Thirty
Cow. it is an ()Itemization without a
aliareer, and as metuuers are men ta all
caugeoes. inn mettles place is the hotel
02/106, the time aieer miumght, tutu the
most prunosseut meneuers oi the oruer
are the printers who work on the morn-
ing papers. or these mere are a half-
dozen, se hen tlie tutglits et topography
&meow- they deal out. the latest teiegrapn
nose, and long bemire the morning pa
pets are issued tor the rest set the world
the "Thirty Club" has settled every-
thing.
Lockwood, the stage manager; Kro-
• Lire traveliug ste.4eartien; Cromwell.
the butter and egg expert for a South
Water street firm; Humphrey, the res-
taurant wan, and Davis. w Ouse calling
was for a long time a mystery to all, are
Other members of this nightly senate.
When the policies that involve the
desUnies of nations are disposed of the
'Thirty Club" turns its cousieeration to
Other leas important matters. Stories
are sometimes the rule. Some of the
Stories told at the "Thirty Club" are se
good that famous alter-dinner speakers
would give mouthing to hear them.
Davis, -the mystery ." as he was
farmed by some, is one of the best story
(alien in the crowd. HIs experiences
have been most varied. Whenever he
gets the floor the rest of the club listens
latently.
Being a versatile member, always
good-natured, and ever ready to tall
joke. of which be is invariably the butt,
i he is a welcome member in the -Thirty
Club."
Despite his verbosity, however, Darts
still held within an atmosphere of re-
serve that warned away the inquisitive.
He never told the -Thirty Club" what
he did for a living. Inasmuch as he
chose this course, no member presumed
to ask enlightenment Nevertheless,
every member took a great interest in
Davis. All wanted to know what he did,
but none dared to ask. Finally it became
a rule when any knotty problem was
presented to a single member of the
club to answer: -That's as deep a mys-
tery as Davis' job."
One mornirig Davis did not take as
much interest in the doings of the "Thir-
ty Club" as usual.. He came in the
oak* without greeting the crowd.
When the "Thirties" adjourned that
night Davis was seen to hand a roll con-
taining 46 crisp 360 bills to the night
clerk for safekeeping.
He offered no explanation for the big
rum of money he carried. If such a
thing was possible the mystery sur-
rounding the talkative member's busi-
es is deepened.
Next night Davis was absent from
loll call. The clerk volunteered the in-
formation that he "paid up and left."
For several nights the bank roll was the
subject of conversation. The "Thirty
Club" could have used the talents of a,
Sherlock Holmes. Tbe fate of Russia
was nothing to the mystery surrounding
Davis, Finally it gave up trying to
solve the mystery. Davis was gone and
they decided to forget that he was ever
• member of the -Thirty qub."
Three weeks later Kromer packed hi;
grip and bid the chth good-by. He was
off for the trip in Wisconsin, Minnesota,
and the Dakotas. He, too, was soma
forgotten. Nothing called him to mind
again until a telegram mime one morn-
ing early. The message was addressed:
"The Thirty Club, P- Hotel, Chicago:
(Do not deliver until after midnight.)
Have solved the mystery surrounding
Davis. Arrive Chicago 3:30 a. in. Hold
club until I arrive. Will explain.
"Kromer."
The message was delivered at . one
o'elock iit the morning. It was present-
to Chairman Girnmell by the night
clerk. The chairman read it to ths
"Thirty Club." It is needless to sae
that the members watched the clock
tick slowly until the hands pointed ti'
3:30. Then the suspense became ter
rible. At 3:30 a cab roiled tip to the
door, and Kromer. gripe in hand, stepped
out. He ran into the hotel, antk as he
removed his gloves he began h's story:
"Fellows, I see the 'Thirty Club' is air
accounted for except Davis. I know
however, where he is about now. When
I was headed for Chicago a train aheaa
of us was wrecked. My train came ue
to the wreck and along with a party 01
traveling men we went down the tract
to see the smash-up. As we came rip s
familiar figure, clad in long overcoat
and high boots, approached. It lea/
Davis. He V/11.9 as happy as a lark. Atte;
greeting me he explained that his twe
carloads of stuff was not hurt in the
least.' He would not lose a cent or have
any trouble with the railroad. Of course
his talk was a mystery to me. I was
prepared to see two carloads of fine
horses, but Davit surprised me. He
pointed out two carloads of turkeys and
chickens.
" 'Do they belong to you?' lashed, in
surprise.
"'Sure, and they are the best ship.
ment of the year. You remember the
twenty-three hundred dollar roll I had
when I last saw you? Well, there it is:
"'Davis,'I ventured, emboldened to
the point of lielieving ray curiosity,
'what do you do for a living?'
"'Whw, don't you fellows in the
'Thirty Club' know that? I am the
buyer for the largest poultry firm in
Chicago. All that stuff goes to South
Water street-to supply Chicago's Christ-
mas and New Year's dinnere. If you are
going back now, tell the boys I will be
i with theni fftsturday night,'"
1 Saturday night Davis arrived. The
heariy reception accorded him was ale
lunch a mystery to him as wattle call-








Old Servants of Family Hire Detec-
tives to Trace Men and Wife
After Marriage.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 14-The where-
anouts of George Rhodius, a multi-
ntitl ()nitre of Indianapolis, and lit
Ie. who ;a: fo merly Dina Dare Practice in all the courts Of th-
'I. Indianapolis, is being eagerly state. Both phones 31,
sought by Sheri'f, Joseph Cray of Rooms 1, 2. 3 and 4, Register Build.
Marion county, I lig 523 1-2 Broadway.nd. who has a war- i
tant for the wife. The Pinkerton 
oelecrives have been retained by
friends of Rhodius to bring him
home.
Behind the affair is said to be a
s:andal which will result in an up-
ii Indiana po'itics. Vice Pres-
ident Fai-banks and his relatives,
Delevan Smith, publ:sher of the Indi-
'tapas News, are said to be trying
to force the matter while Judge John
C. Velfalcn and Attorney Cass Con-
itaway of Indianapolis arc working
ia opposition, also being the attor-
neys for M. S. kbod'us.
May Bs in Kentucky.
!Van and wife are now said to be
tither in Fiankfort, Ky., or Hamill-
;on, Out., having left here February
4. Rhodius is the possessor of a vast
cnrtune left him by his mother, %slut
d ed a year ago. Last July the' wo-
.n.r promised fo- $3.000 not to see
..ne more of Rhodius. A few week-
taut- they we- e together agkin and
n went to .Louies tile, where the.)
B. r. Sears
ACTIC 3URVEYOR
County Work • Specialty.






Werner AtilSet and Joseph Emm
•ur, aged se - vents, who had been in
Rhodists' family many years, and who
re beneficiaries in a will made by
Lliodins last September, employed
the Pinkertons to locate the couple'.
At the same time a warrant was is-
sued for the arrest of Mrs. Inodius
on a charge of abducting Rhodius.
The detectives traced the couple to
the Speedway Inn One Hundred and
17:464-Eighth street, • New York.
where they remained several days.
reereeenting themselves as witnesses
in the Thaw case. Before they were
eatg:n, however, 'they came to Pith-
!WI 4)11 February i and were joince
'.sy Justice \khakis and Attorney Con-
eowa5
Husband Paralyzed.
The next day Dr., Mark E. '
am and Samuel Ayer: and Anon:,
R. II. Jackson and Constable William
• heel were summoned to the le e •
physician exaMined R -
it 'ro was almost speechless and
the to move.
A deed of trust, turning his eata:.-
sws r to the Indianapolis Trion cort
natiy. wac. then signed by Rhodius
end he was then practically for, ..I
te sign a power of at,torney..gie
his wife charge of his property. Con-
'table Weitzel today declared that
Rhodius was not in his right mind
•:nd had no clear conception, of what
he was doing when he .-signed
papers. Rhotlins was later hurt,
accomponied by hie ail(' awl
an operative of the Perkins Dries-
:Ise agency.
$r,000 Reward for Wife.
Sheriff Clay and the Pinkerton-
came on the scene a very few hours
later. but their quarry bad il
Shcriif Clay says that Marimf county
w It pay $n000 reward for infisrma-
lion recardinz Che whereabouts of
Mrs. Rhos'
Foth D. II lw. Ad Dr. Ayres
fefuse to l.IS•Cti. • Dr. Bald-
win is a partner of Dr. C. C. Wiley.
whe figured in the Thaw trial.
Lightning to Snow Storm;
Thrilling Sioht at Pittsburg
Pittsiturg, Feb. 15.-The most phe-
nomenal atmospheric disturbonce over
witnessed in this City occurred at
12:52 o'clock today, when in the
midst of an extraordinary heavy bliz-
zard several peals of loud thmuler
were heard, and the vivid flash of
lightning came front the heavens.
causing a magnificent complication of
atmosoiteric conditions, and frighten-
ing many persons who Ass- the re-
markable occurrence.
Prof. John A. Brashear, of Ow ,N:
legheay Observatory, who inmounc,,'
through the Associated Press las;
night the discovery of one, of the
greatest sun spots ever called to the
attention of the astronomers. when
seen again regarding today's phe-
nomenon. said:
"The disturbance shortly after no,
today was the inhst remarkable thing
I have ever known. In view of the
giganti: sunspot. I expected an.clec-
tricat disturbance some time today. I
thonght, however, it weuld take, he
forn'p of the aurora ttorealls, or that
telegraph and telephone communica-
hem wo'uld be seriously affected.
"Iirtead, the disturbance was awe
inspiring and terrible to 'those who
obaerv-d it. From an.offteial stand-
point I ran say nothing definite re-
earding the matter, owing, to my in-
ability to see the sun today,.on ac-
count of the snow storm."
And there's the rest .'are; but don't
take it too often.
LAWYERS,
C. MANNIN6 SEARS, M.O.
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ti. T. Rivers, M. D,
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
rgLEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage. $4.oc
Unlimilled 'ticket $5 co. meals and
eerth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, parry
ef five or over, env each, withoL•
neals; S2 00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats., Fo:
airther particulars see
i. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
)r GIVEN FOWLER, City Pas.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree :
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS




Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOF.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Xi
Room fie. Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484
R. Tt LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ker.
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
'(Horneopathist)
Office 306 Broadway-Phone 120'
Residence 8zo Broadway.
Phone rag.
One of the princesse.s of the Bur'
Mese emir:, a young woman not ye
twenty, is said to. be the possessor o
the costliest dress in the world.. It. Li
a court costainc and worn only or.
rare occasione. It studded witlt.
jewels reputed to beworth in the ag-







$1.25 Box of 25



















NIL Carmel, 6.3 falling.
Nashville, Leo rising.
iittsburg, 4.2 rising.




The steamer Kentucky leave, en
Tennes-ee river thit evening. She
comes lack next Thursday night.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville to-
gins here tomorrow and leaves
vlonday at noon for Clarksville.
fi The Dick rowlericases for Cairo
stg o'cloTk this mornine and conic.
,1 beck tonight at to o'clock,
4 The Joe Fowler comes ill today,
:front Edranale and gets out at once
ber -return that wily.
The John S. Hopkins went to Fa •
- • ansville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow.
The Peters Lee gets here today
botind from Memphis to Cincinnati.
while Me Georiiia Lee should get










Kentucky University Medical Depart-
ment Joined with That of Uni-
versity of Louisville.
Louisville. Feb. r5.- Announcement
has been made that the medical .k-
partment of the Kentucky University.
now located ‘as Broadway. in the
old Miller rennsion, hi e been con-
solidated with the medical depart-
ment of the University of Louisville
at Eighth and Chestnut. The ore-
liminaries or this consolidation have
been agreed on and -apuroyed by the
faculties :au/ the boards of trusteed
foe each institution end the work is
fully consummated All that remains
is go :,rranife for thc details, which
will gi‘e the city a medical school
of over coo stadette,s with the strong
Ait faculty is' the South.
Following this consolidation. the
. hiulding now occupied ba. the Ken-
tucky University School on Rroad-
wa). between Fiest ;and Second. taill
he reconstructed for the use of the
academic department of the Univer-
city of Louisville treatment class.
Thi, is the beginning of the program
for the establishment in this sity of
a modern university. The isuikiing
selected can, with little expense. be
admirably adepied Ii, th., first work
ot the university. In September it
is proposed to start with a fre•hmen
class in this building. Within two or
three year.. as the sophomore, junior
and senior classes are added. nhe
university will • be ready eo accorre
. modate as many as soo pupils in the
academic department.
The faculties of the two inetioe-
t - • tions are to be consolidate(' a.. wel
ue - the claases. The buildings are to
he transferred to the trustees, and
the work of extending the plans of the
eniversity, will proceed at once.
Chance for e Merger.
• The Hampton-in-Arden to White-
atee.branch of the Midland railway is
ork •ef the most remarkable railways
iiifge country. The time table of the
line occupies less space in Bradshaw
. than wout a penny poetsige stamp.
The line is •nowinlocaily as the "Line
of Ones,- ta, there is-only One train a
day, one engine an one coach. There
is also one season ticket holder, one
station en route and one station offi-
cial. Sometimes there is .only one
passenger in train, and hardly
ever ere there more than three. Pole-
-hill, tiglifete,tpsediate statiote has the
/I:Mittens:in Of issuing fewer tickets
than any other statism in the king-
'torn, -London Daiiy _
Smne Th
„
Briggs- you believe ii; *the in.
lure grivernment ownership id rail-
eoad*?"
Griggs- -T don't riee mach difference







Bitterly Arraigns Under Officers,
Who Ignored Orders and Did
As They Pleased.
St. Petersburg, Feb. r5.—Getteral
Kuropatkin's 'history of the Russo-
Japanese War, which was confiscated
lvy the Russian government, has at
last become accessible, despite the
most extreme precautions to prevent
this galling official indictment from
reaching the public.
The work is remarkable for its
historic value - as a narration of the
closing chapter of the war from the
pen of the commander-in-chief, and
for the merciless criticism of the
men and measures which, in Kuro-
patkin's estimate, swept Russia and
its army to defeat.
The wort consists of three bulky
volumes respectively devoted to the
battle of Liao Yang, of the Sha
River, and of Maikden.
The voluminous general orders,
statistics, reports and other docu-
mentary matter, with the "conclu-
sions" constitute most amazing revel-
ations of disorganization and inca-
pacity, and even of disobedience of
•pecitic and urgent orders by certain
genertl officers entrusted with high
.ummands in the field. notsibly Gen-
rd Kaiffbars. against whom a formid-
sble indictment is framed, saddling
news him entire responsibility ior the
dineat of 'NI:it:dee
Compares Jan Preparedness with
Russia's Confusion.
Koropatkin's reasons for the jail-
twe of the'wae are based eineili on
a comnarieon of the warlike spirit Of,
the Japanese. their prepiredness a
valor, vsoiesk, he say-. beet,
acen in any pretiona is ar. old their
ability to maintain the numerical
superiority necessary to ASSOITIC the
offensive. with !he disadvantages of
Russia. owing to the inadequacy of
the sing!, .track railway from Europe
with commanding officers disobeying
orders anti in a hopeleis state of con-
fution and cross purposes, with a low
state oi morals and confidence among
the troops. and continuous news from
home of internal troubles, ansi of in-
Suite and reproaches egaiii.t the
army.
The general pathetically cniveludes
that ;i Russia had been united and
*catty to make the sacrifices neces-
sary to safeguard her dignity aml in-
lentile• the "saliant Russian army




? (Ev'ry where. in the air,?
???????????????????????????????
DISLOCATED TAW
CURED BY A BLOW
Enraged Doctor Hits Patient in the
Face and Gives Him Back
His Speech,
Vienna. Feb. 15.—Though Baron
Polnitz nue hit in the face by an en-
raged doctor, there will be no duel.
,Oh the contrary, the Baron will be
I pleased oi pay the doctor's bill, if
the brute does have the temerity to
,send one, ard possibly he will send
lime, German fashion.
I The Baron. it SCCITI.S. dislocated his
jaw a few nights ago when ;milking
a tremendon. t Men whietle for hia,
dog. Finding himself opposite the
house of a doctor. he rang the bell.
After :I while a white figure appeared
under the dark door and gruffly asked
what was wanted.
Th. Baron pointed to his mouth.
indica:big that he v.-as unable to
speak. bun. the inhospitable sawbones
insisted that his question be answered
instanter. After a few seconds, no
answer forthcoming, a powerful fist
stretched forth and hit the Baron a
blow an the jaw, that sent him flying.
At the same time the door closed
with a bang.
'Ilimmel—Donnerwetterr cried the
Baron. for the 'blow had wrenched
hack his jaw in place and he found
himself once more able to speak—and
cuss. Then 'he laughed, reflecting
how he bad cuchrcd the brutal phy-
sician out of his fee.
4.000.000 CASH PAID FOR
J00,000 COPPER SHARES
New York. Feb. 15.—Directors of
the Greene Consolidated Copper com-
pany and of the Cananca Central Cop-
per company today ratified an agree-
mein. with the Ryan-Cole syndicate
for the transfer of the properties of
these two companies to the Greene-.
Cananea Copper company.
The ...Ryan-Cole syndicate paid
$4,0oo.000 for 2oo,000 shares of Cami-
no' Central stock, which was lidd by
11 Green Consolideted Copper com-
pany.
Under the teeing of the transfer all
she directors of the Greene company
resign. and 1)C\' (tine ettlf of The
Greene- Ca na 114'3 ' Cebittpaily were
elected.
GIRL SAYS CAPTAIN McVAY
SHOVED WOMEN AND CHM-
TIREN TOWARD DEATH
TO ESCAPE.
Miss Gallup, Given Up for Dead,
Saved aed Tells Terrible Tale of
Crew's Cruelty.
Bloc.: Island, R. I., Feb. 15.—On
the heels of the grave charge of de-
serting his ship made against Captain
McVay by Frederick Hiegersell, the
Brooklyn boy, comes a startling
charge by one of the Larchmont's
few women survivors.
Miss Sadie Gallup of Boston, who
was revived after being given up for
dead, today declared that when she
begged either Captain McVay or Pur-
ser Young to take her in their boat.
they pushed her back and the life-
boat left the Larchntont with only six
in it, although it would have held
twenty more.
When the steamer sank. Miss Gal-
lup says she found hereelf on a piece
of wreckage and remained on it until
icked up ten hours later tw the crew
of the fishing schooner Elsie. Miss
Gallup war: very emphatic in her
charge airainst Cantaie McVay and
the officers of the Larchmont.
Miss Gallup. who had remained
unconscious since being broueht
ashore, regained her senses this•after-
noun.
**I retired at o o'clock," said Mis
balltin. -and I was awakened by a
ter:4bl.: crash that threw me from my
berth. I slipped on part of my clothes
midernahed out with my %valet in my
builds. Everyone was running on
4ck. I was •ai the saloon deck and
sew a boat being launched. I tried
to get in it, but the eailora pushed
auc
'This is the captain', boat: they
'aid. 'aud n.• one eoce but him!'
-The sailors got in. and when 'he
captain came I said: 'For God'se.
take me in; I will die.'
" 'You can't go in 146 1)011: he
replied, shoving me away.
-A woman with 3 iittle boy in her
arm, was pleading to be taken. She
was thrust aside. 'Airy baby!' she
cried. 'If we must die. we wilt di.
ices:then She MUItrelled the baby to
her breast, then, with a shriek, jumped;
overboard. holding the child to her
breast
Near Death Three Tnnes,
Miss Gallup owes her hie to th•
bravery of Samuel Lacombe of ifia
cliestsr. N. Hs who three different
times bayed her from being wasked
away from the wreckage .• She_ was
picked tp after ten hours!' at sea by
the crew of the schooner Elsie.
When the Elsie docked one of the
crew said:
"Don't step on tivat dead woman
there.-
The girl was loaded into an ant-
bulance with a number of others who
were believed to be dead. (hie old
man ow her and took her net, and
in hi . arm. carried her to the home of
Mr and Mrs. Milliken. With her
daughter. Mrs. George Dodge. they
workea over the girl four hours be-
fore, they .saw any signs of life. To-
day for the first time she was able
to Nee and tell is hat she recalls of
the tragedy the eight of the Larch-
went disaster
























STREET CAR COMPANY WILL
SCRAPE ASPHALTUM OFF
PAVrNG BRICK
Toe Square Will Then Be Placed in
Good Condition by .the
o
Street Sweeper.
The vast accumula Lion of dirt. as-
phaltum filler and other refuse. is ill
Imlay be swept front the brtck street
on Broadway between Fourth and
F'ffh streets, and that square put in
goed condition.
When the street car company fin-
'abed laying its double track and
new paving brick in that block, as-
rheitum filler was poured into the
cracks between the brick. While this
wec being done much of the filler
got up en top of the brick, and the
board of public works has been wait-
ing for the car company to scrape
this asphaltum from top of the thor-
oughfare, so it could be swept rege-
lariy like the balance of the brick
streets. The company has been de
laymg this work until now the board
has given explicit orders for it to
be done, and Mr. Bleecker has prom-
ised to have his men at this under-
taking today. When the a sphaltum
is scraped off, the street inspector
will then have the flushing machines
to come along and clean up the sev-
eral inch coat of dirt resting on top
ef the brick.
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken. 
Attention to small thing' is the
economy of virtue.—Chinese.
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western Isverv noble activity makes room
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and for itself—Emerson.
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building. • In thirty states there is a law em'
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu- powering a man to will away his tin-
ash, Ky. horn child.
MAY CONVICTED
ON NEGRO TESTIMONY
Chattanooga Essited Over Character
of Evidence Against Capt. Shipp.
•, 1...• I
ilPr 1. ; LAW dining tbr Shipp hear-
ing aUtged meitilsers of the muh that
lenched the negr... I'd Johnson, is.,'
named today. : J. M. Stonecipher. a
an‘cransaitt silos's-. named four anil
told of aik`ftotl souser.atione he had
with.tbeen both before- and after the
le nc)ting.
Excitement n.o. stirred to a con'
siderale retest today by the char-
acter of rei.knee produced. The pub-
lic banks askance upon the poteibility





hy negro testimony. Three liee,nes
were witnesses today, among them
being a former cook in Cato SIsivp'a
tanaily She told of dinner table coo
1
 versatines that indicated knowkds.
on the part of the Shipp. that the
',etrm aosid rawly ht.:vac-WC
1 
Earned an olionsst Dollar.
IS•ittirda) N:ght )
The pompon. judge glarld sternly
!cats his spectacles at the tattered
1 -.•Init 7 is ho had been dragged be-
O.:4r tht Isar Iiii juNtiell: 011 is dtifige of
• Agron.-)
..to ever earned .. dollar in
your bier he asked in line scorn
-Yes, yt Ayr Is. min." was the re-





Ble Parise Patent t.lour 
Bbl. Straight Flour . .  $3.95
t-a Bill. Pansy Flour 02-75
7 1-2 rot. handpicked Navy Banns. 25e
5 bags Table Salt..  .  tee
5 boxes Searchlight Matches  tee
3 t M. packages Ferndell Coffee.  65c
Pear! Meal by the peck ise
Irish PotatOes by the peck  Ise
Country Eggs per doz.. .  20:
3 lbs. large black Prunes . ..  2sc
2 lbs. Ruby Prunes 23e
Red Onions by the peck 25e
Sweet '... • s by the peck ....  15c
3 lbs. If.' 'i .rnia Figs 25C
3 cans Mat erries or Raplaer- ,
I  zsc
3 catIMIWiti  eoc
3 cans Lye Hominy 20C
i3 cans 
Baked Brans  
Corn $N.up fiy the gallon
3 cans :alumni Chop Tomatoes
cakes Toilet Soap.... .
3 lbs. Split Peas. . . 
3 lbs. Leritic4
lbs. Green Kern 
via lb. can IlityleE's Cocoa
4 oaks Sweet Chocolate  
Shreckled Cocoanut. lb.  
Mixed Tea per lb.
Black Pepper by the lb.
2 jars Rock Candy Syrup
3 31b. cans Table Peaches  
3 cans Egg Plums ..... ,  
3 cans French Sardines 
3 cans owe fruit Jan'
2 4:3111 Stringless licana ......
bottias Pcppef Settee  tse
e -bottles Vv'orchester Sauce ice
2 bottle Catsup  nee
3 15c cans Corn JSC
20C Bulk Olives by the quart . ..... _hoe















FOR INE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
MADEWATER C 0 A REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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